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Abstract

We develop a model that classifies platforms in the “creator economy”—e.g. Youtube,

Patreon, and Twitch—into three broad business models: pure discovery mode (providing

recommendations to help consumers search for creators); pure membership mode (enabling

individual creators to monetize their viewers through direct transactions); and a hybrid mode

which combines both. Creators respond to platforms’ decisions by individually choosing to

supply content designed along a broad-niche spectrum, which involves a trade-off between

viewership size and per-viewer revenue. These design changes create a trade-off between

advertising revenue and transaction commission revenue for the platform. In a monopoly

platform benchmark moving from pure discovery to hybrid always increases platform revenue

while making content weakly more niche. However, moving from pure membership to hybrid

may reduce platform revenue if providing advertising is not sufficiently lucrative. In a duopoly

setup these tradeoffs can change dramatically depending on the level of platform competition

and homing behavior of creators and consumers.
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1 Introduction1

In the “creator economy” (The Economist, 2021), prominent platforms such as YouTube,2

Facebook, Instagram, Snap, and Twitter have traditionally operated as “discovery portals”:3

they enable consumers to discover media content produced by third-party creators. Doing4

so allows the platforms to attract consumer attention, which they and creators can sell to5

advertisers (Evans 2019). As online content creation has matured as an industry, firms like6

Patreon, Subbable, and Substack have been established as “membership portals”. These portals7

provide an infrastructure for individual creators to monetize on their direct relationships with8

viewers or readers through, e.g., subscriptions to each creator’s channel, tipping/donations, and9

sales of exclusive content and merchandises (see Figure 1 below for an example). Membership10

portals then generate revenues by taking a commission on these direct transactions.1,211

Figure 1: The left panel shows the Youtube channel of a creator, “Economics Explained”,

where it publicly broadcasts most of its content to grow its audience. The right panel shows

the Patreon page for viewers to pay and subscribe to that creator for additional perks.

However, these business models are not mutually exclusive. Several platforms operate in a12

“hybrid mode” that combines the functions of discovery and membership portals. For example,13

Twitch and TikTok allow consumers to discover and watch live-streaming sessions and short14

videos, and both incorporate ads either before or in the middle of the offered content. At the15

same time, dedicated followers of each creator on Twitch and TikTok can choose to donate or16

subscribe to the creator to receive exclusive benefits (e.g., specially designed chat emotes and17

exclusive streaming events) through integrated infrastructure on the platforms. Other examples18

1In a similar manner, Kickstarter or other crowdfunding platforms allow creators to offer tiered benefits to
each consumer depending on the amount of fund the consumer pledges. Consumers then decide how much to
pledge to that creator and receive the benefits according to what the creator offers at that level of support.

2Membership portals are distinct from the classic “Pay TV” models adopted by, e.g., Netflix and Disney+. In
a Pay TV model, consumers pay a subscription fee to the firm as a whole to access the content that the firm
acquires either by its own internal production or through vertical relationships with production firms. In contrast,
in a membership portal consumers directly pay each content creators in exchange of benefits designed by the
creators. These creators are largely independent and do not sell their content to the portal. The distinction is
reminiscent of the reseller versus marketplace comparison (Hagiu and Wright 2015).
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of hybrid modes include Roblox (a multiplayer video game that allows players to create and sell19

custom games and virtual items to other players) and Bilibili (the counterpart of Youtube in20

China that also allows creators to receive donations and sell courses). More recently, several21

platforms that have traditionally operated as pure discovery portals have shifted to operating in22

hybrid mode. In 2018, YouTube and Facebook rolled out “channel membership” and “creator23

membership”, which allows selected creators to offer monthly membership plans to their fans24

that provide access to exclusive live streams, exclusive content, fan badges, and members-only25

community posts, among other perks. In 2021, Twitter acquired a Substack-like newsletter26

startup and launched a membership feature called “Super Follows”. The Economist (2021) noted27

that28

“...Twitter was in danger of becoming a promotional tool for Substack writers.”29

and described Twitter’s move as “trying to beat both (platforms) at their own game.” Meanwhile,30

emerging platforms such as Teachable (for online courses) and Playbook (for fitness creators)31

launched as membership portals before starting to include content discovery components in their32

operations. We summarize these platform business models in Table 1 below.33

Functions Example firms Monetization strategies of firms
Pure
discovery

Enable or facilitate
discovery of content
produced by third-
party creators

YouTube (pre-2018),
Facebook (pre-2018),
Twitter (pre-2021),
Snap, Instagram, Neb-
ula, Skillshare, Medium

Pre-roll and mid-roll ads in videos,
ads between posts and content
feeds3

Pure
membership

Enable or facilitate
transactions between
third-party creators
and consumers

Patreon, Subbable,
Teachable, Substack,
Playbook

Transaction commissions on
viewer donations, subscriptions to
individual creators, and purchase
of exclusive content

Hybrid Both functions above Twitch, TikTok,
YouTube (post-2018),
Facebook (post-2018),
Twitter (post-2021),
Roblox, Bilibili

Ads in streaming sessions and
videos, transaction commission on
subscriptions to individual cre-
ators and purchases of games and
virtual goods

Table 1: Example businesses for the three modes of operation

This paper analyzes the implications of platforms choosing between operating in a pure34

discovery mode, in a pure membership mode, or in a hybrid mode. We structure our research35

questions at three different levels. At the creator level, how do changes in platform business36

modes affect the content creation decisions? At the platform level, what are the trade-offs of37

going hybrid and how do strategic interactions with rival platforms influence these trade-offs? At38

the market level, what are the possible equilibrium market structures in the creator economy?39

3Strictly speaking, monetization strategies by Nebula and Skillshare (platforms for creators to upload
instructional videos on a wide range of topics including cooking, interior design, and 3D animation) and Medium
(a platform for writers to upload articles on various topics) do not involve advertisement. Instead, such a platform
imposes a platform-wide paywall so that consumers have to pay a monthly (platform-wide) subscription fee to
access the content. The platform then distributes a portion of that revenue to content creators based on the time
length consumers spent watching their content. We discuss how we can modify our baseline model to fit this
strategy in Section 6.2.
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To explore these questions, we develop a model where consumers sequentially search for40

creators, realize a match value, and decide whether to become viewers of a creator, while creators41

compete by choosing the “design” of their content. To model content design decisions, we adopt42

a modified version of Johnson and Myatt (2006): the designs range from “broad” designs that43

are highly likely to match each consumer’s taste but generate relatively low willingness to pay44

(conditional on a realized match) to more “niche” designs where the opposite is true. This45

modeling choice captures the idea that creators primarily compete through content designs46

rather than solely rely on pricing strategies. Creators’ revenue comes in two parts: a fixed benefit47

for each viewer (e.g., advertising revenue) and an additional revenue from pricing and selling48

exclusive content (e.g., channel subscriptions, add-on content, and merchandise). Consumers49

initiate search if and only if the expected surplus is higher than their outside option.50

In our benchmark model in Sections 3 and 4, we consider a monopoly platform that can51

include one or both of the following components: (i) a discovery portal and (ii) a membership52

portal. A discovery portal facilitates consumers’ search by providing a recommendation at each53

step of their search process. We model the recommendation process as a Tullock contest where54

the probability of each creator being recommended is increasing in the match likelihood of the55

creator (which in turn increases with the broadness of the content design).4 The platform chooses56

the sensitivity of its recommendation to the match likelihood of creators and earns per-viewer ad57

revenue. Meanwhile, a membership portal raises each creator’s expected revenue from exclusive58

content, reflecting that it facilitates transaction convenience between consumers and creators.59

The platform charges an ad valorem transaction commission on each unit of exclusive content60

revenue.61

Our first finding shows that switching from the pure discovery mode (operating only the62

discovery portal) to the hybrid mode (operating both portals) is profitable for the platform and63

leads the platform to induce creators to shift toward niche content design. Intuitively, a niche64

design raises consumers’ (conditional) willingness to pay for exclusive content, which a creator65

extracts through exclusive content pricing. The introduction of membership portal allows for a66

more efficient value transfer, thus raising creators’ marginal gain from choosing a niche content67

design. Even though the shift toward niche content may result in fewer consumers visiting the68

platform and thus harming the platform’s profit, the monopoly platform can fully mitigate that69

loss by inducing broader content via its choice of transaction commission.70

Our second finding shows that the hybrid mode is not necessarily more profitable than71

the pure membership mode (operating only the membership portal) even though the hybrid72

mode gives the platform an additional source of income in the form of ad revenue. All else73

being equal, introducing the discovery portal induces a “chase the algorithm” effect where74

creators compete for recommendations by shifting to broader design. The resulting broader75

design reduces the value of exclusive content and thus lowers the platform’s commission revenue.76

4In practice, creators often complain of having to “chase the algorithm” where they compete with each other
indirectly to get recommended to each consumer, much like a contest. A Tullock contest function provides a
tractable reduced-form formulation. The literature has shown that the Tullock contest has strong microfoundations
and that it is strategically equivalent to a variety of rent-seeking contests such as innovation, tournaments, and
patent races (Jia, Skaperdas, and Vaidya 2013). See also Hann et al. (2008), Anderson and De Palma (2013), and
Corchón and Serena (2018) for applications in the context of advertisement competition for consumer attention.
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Therefore, the hybrid mode is less profitable if (i) the platform is constrained in its choice of77

recommendation algorithm sensitivity (possibly by some form of technological or data limitation);78

and (ii) transaction commissions are a more important revenue source than advertising.79

In Section 5, we consider how strategic interactions between duopoly platforms influence80

endogenous business model decisions. When the commission competition between membership81

portals is weak (e.g., in a competitive bottleneck setup of Armstrong (2006) where consumers82

are singlehoming and creators are multihoming or when there is strong horizontal differentiation83

between platforms), we find similar results as in the monopoly benchmark where the equilib-84

rium business models are either pure membership or hybrid. However, when the commission85

competition between membership portals is strong (e.g., when both creators and consumers are86

free to multihome and horizontal differentiation between platforms is weak), the insights from87

the monopoly benchmark change in two major ways.88

First, the hybrid mode is no longer necessarily more profitable than the pure discovery mode89

to the platform. Specifically, whenever the rival platform operates a membership portal, the90

switch to the hybrid mode creates competition in transaction commissions between the two91

platforms to attract content creators. Unlike in the monopoly benchmark, the competitive92

constraint on the commission means that platforms can no longer mitigate (through its choice93

of commission) the resulting shift toward niche content design. Thus, our model describes a94

consequence of the competition that industry observers have been describing as “an arms race95

to acquire creators” (Culliford and Dang 2021): when a platform introduces a membership96

portal that competes with its rival, not only does it reduce the industry profit from transaction97

commissions, but it also generates a negative spillover effect on the platform’s existing advertising98

revenue due to the shift in creator production towards niche content design.99

Second, whenever the rival platform operates a discovery portal, the “chase the algorithm100

effect” that arises in the benchmark analysis is no longer relevant in the profit comparison for the101

platform. Intuitively, when the rival platform operates a discovery portal, creators are already102

“chasing” the algorithm regardless of another platform’s choice of mode. Nonetheless, this does103

not necessarily imply that the profit comparison shifts in favor of the hybrid mode, relative104

to the monopoly benchmark. This is because the competition between the discovery portals105

reduces the ad revenue that each platform earns from introducing a discovery portal.106

Finally, at the market level, asymmetric business models can arise in the equilibrium, with a107

mixture of a pure discovery platform with either a pure membership platform or a hybrid platform.108

The asymmetry arises as long as the commission competition between membership portals is109

strong, and it reflects platforms’ strategic incentive to avoid the spillover from competition in110

transaction commission to advertising revenue. Symmetric business models can arise in the111

equilibrium if competition for commission revenue is sufficiently weak. We also discuss how the112

duopoly equilibrium results in a broader content design relative to the monopoly benchmark.113

To examine the robustness of our findings, we explore in Section 6 a number of additional114

analysis and extensions of our benchmark model. These include: (i) surplus and welfare115

implications of platform business models; (ii) allowing the discovery portal to endogenously set116

the amount of ads and participation fees on consumers; (iii) allowing creators to be heterogenous117

and choose asymmetric content design in the equilibrium; and (iv) allowing for cross-group118
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network effects in creator and consumer participation decisions.119

2 Related literature120

Media platforms and user-generated content. Most of the existing literature on media121

platforms has focused on two-sided intermediaries between consumers and advertisers (Anderson122

and Coate 2005; Armstrong 2006; Peitz and Valletti 2008; Crampes, Haritchabalet, and Jullien123

2009; Athey, Calvano, and Gans 2018; Anderson and Peitz 2020).5 We simplify the advertiser124

side of the market, as we take as given platform’s and creators’ advertising revenues. Our focus125

is instead on the side of independent creators who contribute content to media platforms and126

relate this feature with platforms’ choice of business model.127

A number of recent works in economics, strategy, and marketing literature explore the role128

of user-generated content on media platforms. Among the issues explored in this branch of the129

literature are: quality investments by independent news or content contributors (Dellarocas,130

Katona, and Rand 2013; Jeon and Nasr 2016; De Cornière and Sarvary 2022), user-generated131

ratings (Luca 2015), exclusive contracts with superstar creators (Carroni, Madio, and Shekhar132

2021), user-generated content and endogenous horizontal differentiation among media platforms133

(Zhang and Sarvary 2015), bias in media provision (Yildirim, Gal-Or, and Geylani 2013), and134

how the competitive environment on platforms affects the behavior of independent creators or135

influencers (Iyer and Katona 2016; Fainmesser and Galeotti 2020; Kerkhof 2020; Pei and Mayzlin136

2021; De Chiara et al. 2022). These works do not consider the implications of media platforms’137

choices of business models and the emerging trend of creators monetizing their viewers through138

membership portals.139

Business models of media platforms. Our work relates to some recent works that analyze140

media platforms’ endogenous choice between two types of business models: a subscription model141

(or Pay-TV) in which the platform raises most (if not all) of its revenue from the consumers,142

and an ad-funded (or free-to-air) model in which the platform raises most of its revenue from143

advertisers.6 Kind, Nilssen, and Sørgard (2009) relate symmetric business model choices to144

the extent of content differentiation among media firms. Calvano and Polo (2020) show that145

asymmetric business models can coexist in broadcasting market even when firms are ex-ante146

symmetric, reflecting a strong substitutability in firms’ advertising quantity decisions. Gal-Or,147

Geylani, and Yildirim (2012) explores how supplementing advertising with subscription fees148

affect the extent of media bias. These papers do not consider the emerging business model of149

membership portals that enable direct transactions between creators and consumers (which is150

distinct from Pay TV models) and the roles of independent content creators (which are absent151

in Pay TV model), both of which are the main drivers of our results.7152

5For a textbook treatment on this large literature, see Anderson, Waldfogel, and Strömberg (2016).
6In a slightly different vein, a number of contributions focus on intermediaries that connect between buyers

and sellers, and compare between business models such as: marketplace, reseller, or a combination of both (Hagiu
and Wright 2015; Hagiu, Teh, and Wright 2022), price-dependent profit sharing (Foros, Hagen, and Kind 2009),
platform or vertically integrated firm (Hagiu and Wright 2018). These comparisons involve trade-offs such as
double marginalization, price coordination in vertical channels, asymmetric costs and information, and moral
hazard, which are less prominent in our context of content platforms.

7Nonetheless, two of our motivating examples (YouTube and Twitch) have Pay TV-like subscriptions that
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The notable exceptions are the recent contributions by Liu, Yildirim, and Zhang (forthcoming)153

and Bhargava (2022). Liu, Yildirim, and Zhang (forthcoming) consider a platform that makes154

content moderation decisions that affects users willingness to participate and their intensity of155

posting content. Among other things, they show how a monopoly platform’s choice between156

platform-wide subscription and ad-funded models depend crucially on users’ utility from posting157

content. Bhargava (2022) focuses on a monopoly content platform that is ad-financed with158

endogenous creators’ participation and supply decisions. He derives the implications of various159

platform design choices, e.g., tools that lower consumers’ distaste for ads and creators’ creation160

costs. Our analysis differs from these in a few respects: we focus on creators’ content design161

decision along a broad-niche spectrum, we consider the equilibrium implications of content162

recommendations by platforms, and we show that settings of monopoly platform and competing163

platforms sometimes lead to substantially different insights on the comparison of business models.164

Discovery portal and platform governance design. One novelty of our formulation of165

the discovery mode, which distinguishes it from the ad-funded business model considered in the166

media literature, is that a discovery portal makes content recommendations to aid consumer167

search. Thus, our paper broadly relates to recent contributions on platform incentives in168

governance design decisions. Casner (2020) and Teh (2022) focus on the role of governance169

(e.g., screening, search design, and information provision) as an instrument that trades off170

between competition among sellers and gross value generated from transactions. Choi and171

Jeon (forthcoming) and Madio and Quinn (2021) consider technology adoption and content172

moderation as tools for a platform to balance between the interests of consumers and advertisers.173

These papers take as given platform business models and focus on the welfare distortions in174

platform design decisions that arise due to the platform’s profit-maximization motive.175

Membership portal and crowdfunding: Finally, like crowdfunding platforms, member-176

ship portals act as a coordination device to help consumers who like a specific product (in this177

case a creator’s content) agree to fund the creation of that product. Our paper thus has a loose178

connection to the crowdfunding literature (Deb, Oery, and Williams 2019; Ellman and Hurkens179

2019). Notably however, that literature tends to focus on the mechanism design aspects of180

one-shot project-based crowdfunding efforts, whereas the business model of membership portals181

is based around support for content creators who produce content on a continuing basis.182

3 Benchmark monopoly model183

There is a monopoly platform, a continuum of consumers, and a continuum of ex-ante184

symmetric content creators (denoted as set N ). The platform can include one or both of the185

following functionalities in its operation: (i) a discovery portal; (ii) a membership portal. We186

say that the platform is hybrid if it operates both portals.187

□ Consumer utility and creator content design. Each creator i ∈ N is characterized188

can be paid directly to the platform. The main benefit of these subscriptions is avoiding advertising across the
platform as a whole rather than just on one channel. We do not model these features given that the pay TV model
is a well-studied issue in the literature and that our goal is to highlight the comparison between membership and
discovery portals. See also the discussion in Section 6.2 where we allow for such platform-wide access pricing by
discovery portals.
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by its content design parameterized as λi ∈ [0, 1]. For each consumer, a creator i ∈ N matches189

the consumer’s taste with probability λi. In this case, if the consumer becomes a viewer of the190

creator, she obtains utility191

b+ u (λi) ≥ 0.

Here, b is the baseline utility for watching content, while u (λi) is the expected net utility192

associated with accessing the exclusive content of creator i.8 With the remaining probability193

1− λi, there is a taste mismatch and the consumer gets zero utility.194

We interpret each creator i’s content design λi as its degree of “broadness” in the spirit of195

Johnson and Myatt (2006) and Bar-Isaac, Caruana, and Cuñat (2012). A high λi corresponds196

to a “broad” design: the content has mass-market appeal and is likely to match the taste of197

many consumers but consumers have lower willingness to pay (WTP) for exclusive content198

(conditioned on a match); a low λi corresponds to a “niche” design: the creator tailors content199

to a small group of viewers such that these viewers have higher WTP for exclusive content. To200

capture this broad-versus-niche trade-off, we introduce the function u (λi) which is continuously201

differentiable and decreasing in its argument (i.e. u′(λi) < 0).202

□ Consumer search and discovery portal. Each consumer incurs a cost s > 0 per search203

to inspect each creator i and learn (i) whether there is a match in taste with the creator and (ii)204

the corresponding utility from becoming a viewer of the creator. Consumers search sequentially205

and observe nothing about each creator prior to search. At any point of the search process they206

can choose to search through the discovery portal (if it exists) or search directly. Consumers have207

heterogeneous value for an outside option, with this value denoted by x. We assume x ∈ [x, x̄]208

is distributed according to cumulative distribution function (CDF) G(x), which is continuous,209

differentiable and log-concave. Denote the density function as g(x), where limx→∞ g(x) = 0.210

If a consumer searches directly, the sequential search process is random as in Wolinsky211

(1986) with each creator being drawn at equal probability at every step. If a consumer searches212

through the discovery portal, then at every step the platform recommends a creator to the213

consumer and the consumer decides whether to inspect the recommended creator or a randomly214

drawn creator. Borrowing from the huge literature on the economics of contests, we model the215

platform’s recommendation as a Tullock contest. Suppose a set I of creators join the platform,216

then the probability of a given creator i ∈ I ⊆ N being recommended is217

D (λi;λ−i) =
λr
i∫

k∈I λ
r
k dk

, (1)

where the exponent r ∈ [r, r̄] ⊂ [0,∞) is the standard noise parameter of Tullock contest218

function.219

We call D (λi;λ−i) the recommendation function and r the sensitivity of the platform’s220

recommendation algorithm to each creator’s matching probability λi. The platform chooses r as221

its design decision.9 The recommendation becomes completely random if r = 0 and perfectly222

8As described in the introduction, this exclusive content does not have to be of the same type as the generic
content. More generally, it includes other direct value transfers from viewers to creators such as membership
subscriptions, voluntary donations in exchange for virtual items, and merchandise.

9An implicit assumption here is that the platform can commit to its recommendation rule (1), which is
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discriminative if r → ∞. To guarantee equilibrium existence, we assume223

u′(1) + s ≥ 0. (2)

Condition 2 implies that at any point in search, consumers obtain a higher expected net utility224

by inspecting a creator with a higher match probability, which then implies they rationally follow225

platform’s recommendation in (1) in the equilibrium. The condition is also consistent with the226

observation that most platform algorithms maximize audience engagement in practice.227

□ Creator revenue. If a creator i joins both discovery and membership portals, their228

per-viewer revenue is229

a+ (1− τ) v (λi) . (3)

We interpret the first term a ≥ 0 in (3) as external sponsorship revenues pertaining to individual230

creators, but it can also include creators’ intrinsic and image-related utility from gaining viewers231

and followers (Toubia and Stephen 2013). The second term v (λi) > 0 in (3) is the expected232

revenue from exclusive content (or more generally, direct transactions between creators and233

viewers). For each unit of exclusive content revenue, the platform charges commission at rate234

τ ∈ [0, 1]. Function v (λi) is continuously differentiable with v′(λi) < 0 (recall a higher broadness235

level λi corresponds to a lower consumer willingness to pay for exclusive content). We discuss236

microfoundations for the relationships between u (λi) and v (λi) in the next subsection.237

If creator i does not join the discovery portal, it loses access to the consumers who search for238

content using the discovery portal. The creator still retains its external sponsorship revenue a,239

reflecting that such deals are typically realized through private negotiations between individual240

creators and sponsors and do not involve the platform.10 Meanwhile, if creator i does not join241

the membership portal, its exclusive content revenue is reduced to βv (λi), where 0 ≤ β < 1,242

reflecting that direct transactions between viewers and creators are less convenient and hence243

less frequent in the absence of a membership portal.244

□ Platform revenue. A platform operating both a discovery and a membership portal (i.e245

a hybrid platform) obtains per-viewer ad revenue A ≥ 0 via the discovery portal and transaction246

commission revenue τv(λi) from each creator/consumer pair transacting through the membership247

portal. We interpret A as an exogenous parameter that captures the profitability of advertisement248

market, which is determined by a competitive ad sector.11 To highlight the discovery portal’s249

role in search and recommendation, we assume for now that the platform does not share its250

advertisement revenue with creators and so creators only receive the advertising revenue a which251

consistent with the approach taken by the existing literature on platform recommendation design (e.g., Hagiu
and Jullien 2011; White 2013; De Corniere and Taylor 2019) and contest design (Wang 2010). An alternative
interpretation for the stochastic recommendation rule is a reduced form representation of creators having a general
but imperfect understanding of the content the algorithm prefers, such that they cannot exactly design content to
be maximally recommended.

10See https://medium.com/writers-blokke/why-youtube-adsense-shouldnt-be-your-main-source-of-income-
312c9674e518.

11See, e.g., Gabszewicz, Laussel, and Sonnac (2004) and Casadesus-Masanell and Zhu (2010) for similar
reduced-form formulations for the ad market.
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they negotiate for themselves.12 If a platform chooses to operate in pure discovery or pure252

membership mode, then it will receive only the ad revenue or only the commission revenue253

respectively.254

We normalize to the cost of operating a membership portal zero and denote the fixed cost255

of operating a discovery portal as C. The cost captures, in a reduced-form manner, nuisance256

cost associated with the advertisement and the cost of hosting content and maintaining a257

recommendation system.13258

□ Timing.259

1. The platform chooses its mode of operation260

2. The platform sets its recommendation design r (if it operates a discovery portal) and its261

transaction commission τ (if it operates a membership portal).262

3. Creators simultaneously make participation decisions and choose design λi.263

4. Consumers observe r and τ , do not observe decisions of creators, and then choose whether264

to join the platform. Then consumers choose whether to search through the discovery265

portal or search directly.14266

The equilibrium concept we adopt is symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) with all267

creators adopting the same strategy in the equilibrium. We rule out trivial equilibria in which268

no creators join the platform, and, expecting that, no consumers join and search through the269

platform (whenever applicable). As is standard in the consumer search literature, we impose270

that consumers keep the same (passive) beliefs about creators’ decisions off the equilibrium path271

whenever applicable.272

3.1 Discussions of modeling features273

□ Homogeneous and heterogeneous creators. The assumption of symmetric creators274

simplifies the exposition, but it is not a necessary ingredient to derive the main insights. In275

Section 6.3, we consider an extension with creators who have heterogeneous types that differ276

in terms of the profitability of their sponsorship revenues a. We interpret differing types as277

corresponding to different content categories (e.g., education, video games, toys, fashion). For278

example, creators in the categories of fashion or boutique related content may find it easier to279

secure advertisement or sponsorship deals from merchants (e.g., higher willingness to pay for280

“eyeballs” for such content categories) compared to creators who focus on educational content.281

12This is consistent with certain platforms such as Instagram which do not share ad revenue. In earlier versions
of the paper, we allowed for an arbitrary fixed ad revenue share . Doing so leads to the same results but complicates
the exposition, and so we opt for no sharing for the sake of clarity. In Section 6.2 we allow revenue sharing and
endogenize A by allowing the platform to decide the amount of ads displayed.

13 Implicitly, we assume C is not too large so that a monopoly pure discovery portal is never loss-making.
14Alternatively, we can assume that consumers observe the “average design” λi of creators before searching.

Given that there is a continuum of creators (so that decision of each creator’s unilateral decision does not affect
consumers’ search decisions), all of our analysis remains unaffected in this case regardless of whether consumers
observe r and τ or not.
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□ Broad-niche content design. Our broad/niche characterization should be thought of282

as characterizing content creators within a given category. For example, within the category283

of “gaming videos”, broad content would correspond to easy-to-consume “top-ten” videos that284

compile generic information on mass-appeal games, while niche content would correspond to285

detailed gameplay footage of a low-profile indie game in which the creator emphasizes crafting a286

unique online persona within the game’s community. An alternative interpretation for creators’287

design variable λi is that each creator is endowed with one unit of fixed time, which can be288

allocated between ungated public content (λi) and exclusive content (1 − λi). Investing in289

public content allows the creator (hence the platform) attract consumers and expand the size of290

viewership, while investing in exclusive content allows the creator to raise consumers’ willingness291

to pay for exclusive content.292

□ Microfoundations for exclusive content utility and revenue. For the ease of293

exposition, we use functions u (λi) and v (λi) to capture how content design λi affects viewers’294

expected net utility from exclusive content and the corresponding expected revenue for creators.295

This reduced form captures several microfoundations. For example, suppose that, after a296

consumer becomes a viewer of creator i, she observes her WTP for exclusive content v0 − λi297

(where v0 > 1 is her baseline WTP with the slope parameter normalized to 1) and decides298

whether to pay price pi to access it. If pi is set by the creator, then the search hold-up logic299

(given that that the consumer has became a viewer and stopped searching at this point) implies300

pi = v0 − λi. In this case, v (λi) = v0 − λi and u (λi) = 0. More generally, if we model the price301

determination as a simple Nash bargaining process with relative bargaining power γ ∈ [0, 1],302

then:303

v (λi) = (v0 − λi) γ and u (λi) = (v0 − λi) (1− γ). (4)

Specification (4) satisfies the stated assumptions on u (λi) and v (λi) if 1 − γ ≤ s. We will304

occasionally refer to (4) to sharpen our formal results in the extended models.305

□ Interpreting the recommendation rule. There are a few interpretations for the306

platform’s recommendation rule (1) and the recommendation sensitivity r. One possibility is307

that the platform has limited information and it can only condition its recommendation on the308

“popularity” of each creator (as measured by λi). Then, (1) means that the platform recommends309

the most popular creators, subject to an (inverse) noise factor r that reflects the precision of the310

platform’s knowledge of the true popularity of each creator. Alternatively, (1) could reflect that311

the platform gives personalized recommendations to heterogeneous consumers, where r indicates312

the weight that the platform assigns to λi relative to idiosyncratic consumer attributes. The313

only crucial aspect for our analysis is that the recommendation is probabilistic from the creators’314

perspective.315
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4 Analysis of monopoly benchmark316

4.1 Creators and consumers decisions317

We start by characterizing the equilibria in the subgame under each of the three business318

modes of the platform: pure membership mode, pure discovery mode, or hybrid mode. We319

focus on analyzing the subgame between creators and consumers for each given design r and320

commission τ chosen by the platform, assuming that it operates as a hybrid platform. Notice321

that the analysis of the subgame in hybrid platform nests the cases of pure membership portal322

and pure discovery platform as special parametric cases as stated in Table 2.

Creator’s Recommendation
per-viewer revenue sensitivity

Pure discovery a+ βv (λi) r ∈ [r, r̄]
Pure membership a+ (1− τ)v (λi) r = 0

Hybrid a+ (1− τ)v (λi) r ∈ [r, r̄]

Table 2: Three modes of operation.

323

Whenever the platform is hybrid, we assume throughout that two of its component func-324

tionalities are unbundled, in line with our motivating examples. This means that creators can325

choose to join its membership portal, its discovery portal, or both. Consequently, it is easy to326

see that each creator’s dominant strategy is to join the membership portal component as long as327

1− τ ≥ β, and not to join this component otherwise. Thus:328

Lemma 1. For each given τ ≤ 1− β and r, the equilibrium of the consumer-creator subgame is:329

1. Each creator i joins both portals of the platform and sets design330

λ∗ = arg max
λi∈[0,1]

{
λ1+r
i × (a+ (1− τ)v (λi))

}
. (5)

2. Each consumer believes that all creators adopt strategy λ∗ in (5), and initiates search if331

and only if332

x ≤ ũ(λ∗) ≡ b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗ , (6)

and does so through the discovery portal (follows the recommendation in every step of333

search). The mass of consumers who search is G (ũ(λ∗)).334

3. Upon observing a positive match value with a creator, the consumer stops searching and335

becomes a viewer of the creator.15336

In what follows, we sketch the equilibrium construction. We first note that, upon receiving the337

recommendation, a consumer has no incentive to deviate by not following the recommendation338

15If we instead assume consumer baseline utility is creator-consumer specific, that is, b = bij (creator i and
consumer j), then consumers may continue searching even after finding a match by employing the standard cutoff
rule (Wolinsky, 1986). Nonetheless, if consumers observe each creator ı́’s u(λi) for exclusive content only after
becoming a viewer (i.e., if exclusive content is an experience good), then creators’ equilibrium choices of design λi

would remain unaffected based on a Diamond Paradox argument. Our existing analysis then flows through after
redefining ũ as consumer reservation value from search.
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given the belief of symmetric equilibrium.16 Then, consumers’ search decision follows the339

standard threshold rule from Wolinsky (1986): a consumer stops searching and becomes a viewer340

of creator i if there is a match and the observed utility b+ u (λi) is higher than the continuation341

value ũ, and continues searching otherwise. On the equilibrium path, the stationary search342

environment implies that ũ must satisfy the recursive relation343

ũ = λ∗ (b+ u (λ∗)) + (1− λ) ũ− s

=⇒ ũ = b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗ .

Clearly, the stopping utility with a matched creator b+ u(λ∗) is strictly greater than ũ, meaning344

that consumers stop searching upon finding a match, as described in Lemma 1.345

Consider a creator i’s decisions, expecting that all other creators are choosing the equilibrium346

strategy. Denote ρ as the expected probability that a random creator k ̸= i is recommended347

and successfully results in a match with a consumer (i.e., successful viewer conversion); this is348

exogenous from creator i’s perspective given that there is a continuum of creators (in particular,349

i’s decision does not affect the denominator of recommendation function (1)). Denote the350

expected number of consumers who are recommended i and become a viewer of i in the first351

round of search as mi. Provided that any consumer who has a positive match with creator i352

stops searching, we can write353

mi = G (ũ(λ∗))×D (λi;λ
∗)× λi.

In the second round of search, a further (1−ρ)mi consumers do not find a match in the first round354

of search are recommended i and become i’s viewers; In the third round, a further (1− ρ)2mi355

consumers become i’s viewers; and so on.356

We can, therefore, write creator i’s profit as357

πi =
mi

ρ
(a+ (1− τ)v (λi))

=
G (ũ(λ∗))

ρ
× λr

i∫
k∈N λr

kdk
× λi × (a+ (1− τ)v (λi))

After dropping the multiplicative factors that are exogenous from i’s viewpoint, maximizing358

πi with respect to λi yields the optimal content design decision λ∗ in (5). Whenever λ∗ > 0 is359

interior, then the corresponding first-order condition is360 (
a

1− τ
+ v (λ∗)

)
(1 + r) + v′(λ∗)λ∗ = 0. (7)

Expression (7) reflects the standard trade-off between marginal revenue from expanding viewer361

size (through a higher broadness) and the inframarginal loss from a lower per-viewer exclusive362

content revenue (given v′(λ∗) < 0). In the linear microfoundation in (4), λ∗ has a closed-form363

16In Section 6.3, we show that this feature of the equilibrium remains robust even if creators choose asymmetric
design in the equilibrium. This is because the recommendation rule (1) means that consumers expect that a
recommended creator has a higher λi than a randomly drawn creator, which implies a higher expected utility by
Assumption 2.
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solution364

λ∗ = min

{(
1 + r

2 + r

)(
a/γ

1− τ
+ v0

)
, 1

}
.

The following lemma formalizes how the platform’s decisions affect the design decisions of365

content creators in the subgame:366

Lemma 2. In the equilibrium of the creator subgame, λ∗ is non-decreasing in r and τ (and367

strictly increasing if λ∗ is interior).368

Intuitively, a more sensitive recommendation design (higher r) intensifies creators’ competition369

for recommendation, inducing a broader design. Likewise, a higher exclusive content commission370

τ decreases creators’ profit from exclusive content, thus increasing the marginal gain from371

increasing design broadness.372

Finally, from the hybrid mode equilibrium in Lemma 1, we can recover the equilibrium of373

the subgame under the pure discovery mode and pure membership mode by substituting the374

parameters according to Table 1. Then, Lemma 2 extends immediately to these two modes.375

4.2 Platform decisions and comparing platform business models376

In this section, we analyze the platform’s decisions. We use λ∗(r, τ) to denote (5) as a377

function of platform decisions r and τ .378

Pure discovery mode. From Lemma 1, we know that the mass of consumers who initiate379

search is G (ũ(λ∗)) and that every consumer that does so would eventually find a match. Thus,380

in the pure discovery mode, the platform chooses r ∈ [r, r̄] to maximize profit381

ΠD(r) = G (ũ (λ∗(r, 1− β)))×A− C

Clearly, the platform optimally chooses r∗D = argmax {ũ (λ∗)} to maximize the total number of382

viewers with concomitant equilibrium design λ∗
D.383

Pure membership mode. The platform chooses τ ≤ 1 − β (creators’ participation384

constraint) to maximize profit385

ΠM (τ) = G (ũ(λ∗(0, τ)))× τv(λ∗(0, τ)).

If creators’ design were exogenous, then the platform optimally sets the highest possible τ .386

However, the endogeneity of design generates an additional trade-off: a higher τ induces creators387

to shift towards broader designs, which expands the total number of viewers but reduces the388

per-viewer transaction revenue (from exclusive content sales) of the platform. Denote the389

platform’s optimal commission as τ∗M and the induced design as λ∗
M .390

Hybrid mode. The platform chooses r ∈ [r, r̄] and τ ≤ 1− β to maximize391

ΠH(r, τ) = G (ũ(λ∗(r, τ)))× (A+ τv(λ∗(r, τ)))− C
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The platform faces a trade-off between balancing its two sources of revenues. Maximizing its392

advertising revenue requires it to maximize number of viewers, while maximizing its transaction393

revenue (from exclusive content sales) requires it to induce niche content design. Denote the394

solution as r∗H and τ∗H with concomitant equilibrium content design λ∗
H . Notice that for any395

strictly interior (r, τ), the platform can strictly increase its profit by increasing τ while adjusting396

r downward to maintain the same design λ∗. Hence, we must have either τ∗H = 1− β or r∗H = r397

(or both).398

We denote Π∗
D, Π

∗
M , and Π∗

H as the platform’s equilibrium profit in each of the three modes.399

Starting from either pure discovery mode or pure membership mode, we consider how introducing400

additional functionalities (and thus switching to the hybrid mode) affects platform’s profit and401

market outcomes.402

Proposition 1. Moving from the pure discovery mode to the hybrid mode:403

1. The equilibrium content design becomes more niche (λ∗
H ≤ λ∗

D);404

2. Platform profit increases (Π∗
H > Π∗

D).405

The first part of Proposition 1 says that adding the membership portal induces a shift406

towards niche content design in the equilibrium. This reflects two effects: (i) the existence of the407

portal raises creators’ marginal exclusive content revenue (1− τ ≥ β), increasing their marginal408

benefit from decreasing λ; (ii) in the hybrid mode, the platform optimally chooses its choice409

variables (τ, r) to induce a level of λ that is weakly lower than the one that maximizes total410

number of viewers (which is what the pure discovery platform would choose): doing so raises its411

revenue from taxing exclusive content.412

One might worry that the shift towards niche designs may be undesirable for the platform if413

viewership expansion is important (e.g., if G is highly elastic). The second part of Proposition 1414

says that the hybrid platform can exactly replicate the equilibrium design of the pure discovery415

mode by setting r = r∗D and τ = 1− β, and so a profit replication argument implies Π∗
H > Π∗

D.416

Notably, this result heavily relies on the fact that the platform only faces a participation417

constraint in its commission choice. As will be seen in the next section, the replication argument418

no longer holds when the platform faces competition, in which case the hybrid mode is not419

necessarily more profitable than the pure discovery mode.420

Proposition 2. Moving from the pure membership mode to the hybrid mode:421

• The equilibrium content design becomes broader (λ∗
H ≥ λ∗

M );422

• There exists a threshold Amono ≥ 0 such that platform profit increases (Π∗
H > Π∗

M ) if and423

only if the profitability of ad market satisfies A > Amono.424

The first part of Proposition 2 is intuitive. The equilibrium content design is broader425

under the hybrid mode because (i) the addition of the discovery portal creates “competition for426
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recommendations”; and (ii) with the addition of advertising revenue, the platform has a stronger427

incentive to increase the platform viewership size, which calls for λ∗ above λ∗
M .428

The second part of Proposition 2 says that the hybrid mode can be less profitable than the429

pure membership mode when the profitability of the advertisement market (A) is small, and430

this is true even if the setup cost of the discovery portal is C = 0. This possibility is driven by431

the broader content design in the hybrid mode, which drives down commission revenue. Notice432

the profit replication argument is not applicable in Proposition 2 because the discovery portal is433

constrained in its recommendation design r ∈ [r, r̄] ⊂ [0,∞), which prevents the hybrid platform434

from exactly replicating the outcome of the pure membership mode. More formally, consider435

A = C = 0 so that the only difference between the two modes is r > 0. In this case, a sufficient436

condition for Π∗
H < Π∗

M is τ∗M < 1− β because the corresponding first order condition of τ∗M is437

v(λ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
direct effect of τ

+ τ

(
v′(λ∗) + ũ′(λ∗)v(λ∗)

g (ũ(λ∗))

G (ũ(λ∗))

)
dλ∗

dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
indirect effect of τ through λ∗

= 0,

where λ∗ = λ∗(0, τ). Given that v(λ∗) > 0, the first order condition implies that any further438

increase in λ∗ (e.g., due to r > 0) must strictly decrease platform’s profit when the sufficient439

condition holds.440

Intuitively, adding a discovery portal leads to a “chase-the-algorithm” effect, which induces441

broader content design. This effect helps to increase total platform viewership, but it is442

counterproductive if the platform’s primary income stream comes from taxing creators’ exclusive443

content revenue and if its recommendation design is constrained. This result helps explain why444

well-established pure membership platforms like Patreon do not offer more extensive discovery445

services. If they were to do so, then this would lead creators adjusting their content design to446

appeal to whatever recommendation algorithm Patreon’s hypothetical discovery portal would447

use, leading to a reduction in value for the exclusive content given to users of the platform.17448

Before proceeding to the case of multiple platforms, we note the following result that is449

reminiscent of those results obtained by Bar-Isaac, Caruana, and Cuñat (2012), who consider450

a marketplace setting and show that a higher search cost induces competing sellers to adopt451

broad product designs (analogous to a higher equilibrium λ in our setting).452

Corollary 1. In all three business modes, the equilibrium design broadness λ∗ is weakly increasing453

in search cost s.454

Intuitively, a higher search cost shrinks the viewer size thus increases the platform’s marginal455

gain from expanding the viewer size. As such, the platform adopts decisions (r and τ) that456

are more conducive for broad content. The mechanism of our result is different from Bar-Isaac,457

Caruana, and Cuñat (2012) because, in our setting, search cost affects creators’ equilibrium458

content design exclusively through the platforms’ decisions on recommendation design and459

commission that favors broader designs. Our result thus generates a testable implication for how460

17See https://web.archive.org/web/20190410012719/https://blog.patreon.com/why-isnt-patreon-discovery-
platform for some discussion of this tradeoff by Patreon itself.
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search costs affect the recommendation design and commission strategies employed by platforms.461

The most relevant interpretation of a decrease in search cost would be as an increase in the462

effectiveness of the recommendation algorithm. Therefore we would expect a hybrid platform463

like Tiktok whose main competitive strength is an effective algorithm to have more niche content464

than a platform like Twitch whose recommendation system is much less robust.465

5 Competing platforms466

In this section, we explore how the insights from the monopoly case in Section 4 change467

when there are multiple platforms. We start by analyzing a benchmark competition model in468

Section 5.1 where both consumers and creators are free to multihome on all platforms. Then,469

we show in Section 5.2 how the insights change under other homing assumptions.470

5.1 Benchmark: complete multihoming471

Suppose there are two homogeneous platforms l = 1, 2, each deciding its whether to operate472

a discovery portal, a membership portal, or both. Consumers and creators are free to multihome:473

they can freely join multiple discovery portals and multiple membership portals, as in Rochet474

and Tirole (2003). Following the tie-breaking rule in Section 3, we assume that creators and475

consumers join each given portal (membership or discovery) whenever they are indifferent476

between joining and not joining. Consistent with the benchmark model, each creator makes a477

single content design strategy λ that is not contingent on how each consumer finds the creator.478

In other words, creators do not tailor their content design λ to each platform.18479

The timing of this model is the same as the monopoly benchmark, except that the platforms480

simultaneously choose their modes of operation in Stage 1, and then simultaneously choose design481

rl and/or commission τl in Stage 2. We start by describing the creator-consumer subgame for482

given (τl, rl)l=1,2, where rl = 0 if Platform l does not operate a discovery portal, and τl = 1− β483

if Platform l does not operate a membership portal.484

□ Homing behavior of consumers. When a consumer multihomes on two discovery485

portals, in every step of search she can freely choose to use either of the two portals (or search486

directly). Nonetheless, on the equilibrium path this possibility is never utilized: once a consumer487

has chosen a discovery portal to start searching, she has no incentive to switch to another portal488

(even though they are multihoming on both discovery portals). If the consumer becomes a489

viewer of a creator that matches her taste, it creates platform advertising revenue only on the490

discovery portal where the match occurs. Following Rochet and Tirole (2003) and consistent491

with our motivating examples, whenever the consumer wants to purchase exclusive content from492

the creator, she can choose which membership portals (that she and the creator have joined493

in common) to complete the transaction on. Given portals are homogeneous, without loss of494

generality we assume that the consumer randomly selects one of the available portal with equal495

probabilities.19 It is straightforward to see that the assumptions of (i) zero multihoming cost496

18This modeling feature is consistent with our motivating examples of online video creation, where creators
often upload the same set of videos and streaming footage on multiple platforms such as Youtube and Twitch.

19This assumption of consumers choosing the medium of transactions is consistent with existing models in the
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and (ii) consumers get to choose the medium of transactions, together, imply that it is a weakly497

dominant strategy for any given consumer to join all portals of both platforms.498

□ Homing behavior of creators. We first note that, whenever two membership portals499

exist, all creators will singlehome on the membership portal with the lowest τl. By doing so, each500

creator i can force consumers who wants to transact with them to use the portal with the lower501

commission (given that consumers are multihoming). In the special case of τl = τ−l, creators are502

indifferent between the two membership portals, in which case they multihome on both portals503

by the tie-breaking rule. Meanwhile, whenever two discovery portals coexist, condition 2 implies504

consumers always search through the portal with the highest rl because that corresponds to a505

weakly higher expected match probability λ from the recommendation (including off-equilibrium506

paths). As a tie-breaking rule, they randomize between the two portals with equal probabilities507

if r1 = r2, and search directly if no discovery portal exists.508

Then, the construction of the equilibrium follows from Lemma 1:509

Lemma 3. Let rmax = max {r1, r2} and τmin = min {τ1, τ2} ≤ 1 − β. The equilibrium of the510

consumer-creator subgame is:511

1. Each creator i joins all discovery portal(s) but joins only the membership portal with the512

lowest τl (joins both if τ1 = τ2). Then, the creator sets design513

λ∗ = arg max
λi∈[0,1]

{
λ1+rmax
i × (a+ (1− τmin)v (λi))

}
.

2. Each consumer joins all discovery portal(s) and all membership portal(s). Believing that514

all creators adopt strategy λ∗, a consumer initiates search if and only if515

x ≤ ũ(λ∗) ≡ b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗ ,

and does so through the discovery portal with the highest rl (and follows the recommendation516

for every search). The mass of consumers who search is G (ũ(λ∗)).517

3. Upon finding a positive match value creator, a consumer stops searching and becomes a518

viewer of the creator. The consumer uses one of the membership portals that the matched519

creator has joined to carry out transactions (if any).520

Moving to the platforms’ decisions, we use Pl ∈ {M,D,H} to denote Platform l as operating521

in pure membership, pure discovery, and hybrid modes respectively. The following proposition522

describes Platform l’s best-responding business mode as a function of the opponent’s choice P−l.523

Proposition 3. (Best-responding business mode in complete multihoming). There exist thresh-524

olds AMH ≥ A′
MH ≥ 0 such that:525

payment systems and two-sided market literature (Rochet and Tirole 2003; Teh et al., forthcoming). If we allow
the platforms to charge non-negative exclusive content commission on the consumers (on top of the commission
on creators), the tax neutrality principle and the fact that sellers can influence each consumer’s choice of purchase
medium through their participation decisions imply that the analysis below remains unaffected.
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• If P−l = M , Platform l optimally chooses D;526

• If P−l = H, Platform l optimally chooses D if A ≥ A′
MH and chooses M if A ≤ A′

MH ;527

• If P−l = D, Platform l optimally chooses H if A ≥ AMH and chooses M if A ≤ AMH .528

Moreover, both thresholds increase with C and equal zero when C = 0.529

The first two parts of Proposition 3 implies that when the opponent platform is operating530

a membership portal component (that is, P−l ∈ {M,H}), it is unprofitable for platform l to531

switch from pure discovery to hybrid. Formally, if we denote Π∗
l (Pl, P−l) as platform l’s profit532

given the mode profile (Pl, P−l) by both platforms, then:533

Π∗
l (H,P−l) < Π∗

l (D,P−l) for P−l ∈ {M,H} . (8)

That is, strategic considerations overturn the monopoly result in Proposition 1. Intuitively, the534

intense competition between two homogeneous membership portal components drives down plat-535

forms’ commissions τ on exclusive content, which raises creators’ revenue from exclusive content.536

In response, creators shift towards niche content designs, resulting in fewer visiting consumers537

and hence a negative “spillover” on Platform l’s existing total revenue from advertisement. By538

staying in pure discovery mode, Platform l avoids the competition in commissions τ and the539

resulting negative spillover on its advertising revenue.540

The third part of Proposition 3 follows from the logic of Proposition 1: Pl = D is never a541

best response when P−l = D. Then, in choosing between M and H, Platform l faces a trade-off542

between the fixed cost C of introducing a discovery portal and the new revenue source from543

advertisement A/2 (which is half due to the competition between two coexisting discovery544

portals). The threshold AMH reflects this trade-off:545

Π∗
l (H,D) ≥ Π∗

l (M,D) if and only if A ≥ AMH (9)

Notice that the threshold AMH is different from the threshold in Proposition 2 because C = 0 is546

a sufficient condition for Pl = H to be a best response. The key difference with the monopoly547

case is that the potential downside of the hybrid mode — the “chase-the-algorithm effect” — is548

absent because P−l = D means that creators always face a recommendation system, no matter549

Platform l’s choice of business model.550

From the best response functions in Proposition 3, we immediately obtain the following551

overall equilibrium (if A = AMH , then both types of equilibria below coexist).552

Proposition 4. (Complete multihoming equilibrium) In the equilibrium of the overall game:553

• If A ≥ AMH , one platform operates in hybrid mode and the other platform operates in554

pure discovery mode.555

• If A ≤ AMH , one platform operates in pure membership mode and the other platform556

operates in pure discovery mode.557
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Intuitively, when two discovery portals coexist, platforms compete for consumer viewership,558

driving down their advertisement revenue. Suppose we interpret parameter A as a proxy for559

the size of the advertisement market. Then, Proposition 4 says that if the ad market is large,560

it can sustain the coexistence of discovery portals by both platforms, with only one of them561

additionally operating a membership portal due to the negative spillover logic of (8), so that562

Pl = H and P−l = D. If the ad market is small, two discovery portals cannot profitably coexist563

in the market. In this case, platforms avoid direct competition for consumer viewership by564

operating distinct portals, so that Pl = M and P−l = D.565

In Section E.1 of the Online Appendix, we additionally analyze a model of platforms making566

sequential choices of business model (with Platform 1 being the first mover). It is easily567

verified that the equilibrium composition of business models in Proposition 4 remains valid. An568

interesting question in that case is how does the strategic preemption incentive affect the first569

mover’s optimal choice of business model. To that end, we find that the first mover monopolizes570

the membership portal market by operating an membership portal preemptively if ad profitability571

A is either very large (P1 = H) or very small (P1 = M). For some parameter configurations,572

there exists an intermediate region of A such that the first mover earns a higher profit by being573

the sole discovery portal than it would as the sole membership portal or a hybrid. The intuition574

being that ad revenue is larger than the available transaction revenue, but not so large that575

the second platform would want to operate as a hybrid (and split the advertising revenue) if576

otherwise given the option to operate as a pure membership portal. Hence, the first mover does577

not always attempt to preclude the entry of a rival membership portal.578

Based on Proposition 4, the following corollary compares the duopoly equilibrium with the579

monopoly benchmark in terms of the equilibrium content design.580

Corollary 2. Comparing the equilibrium in Proposition 4 with the monopoly benchmark:581

• If A ≤ Amono, then platform competition induces a weakly higher λ∗ (i.e., a weakly broader582

equilibrium content design).583

• If A > Amono, then platform competition induces a weakly higher λ∗ if r̄ → ∞ and a weakly584

lower λ∗ if r̄ → r.585

When A ≤ Amono (the monopolist operates in pure membership), introducing multiple586

platforms have two effects. First, in the equilibrium with multiple platforms, at least one587

platform operates in pure discovery. This implies a recommendation system with maximal588

sensitivity r = r̄, which induces broader design (after taking into account the changes in the589

equilibrium commission τ in response to the increase in r). Second, if (Pl, P−l) = (H,D) in590

the equilibrium with multiple platforms, the existence of ad revenue A/2 > 0 induces a higher591

τ and hence broader content. The two effects are aligned in this case, so that competition592

unambiguously increases λ∗. However, when A > Amono (the monopolist operates in hybrid),593

the second effect is reversed due to the lower ad revenue in the face of competition, which drives594

down design broadness. Corollary 2 says that the first effect dominates when r̄ is large (i.e.,595

the recommendation algorithm is sufficiently capable of highlighting content with a high match596

probability) and is dominated when r̄ is small.597
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5.2 Competitive bottleneck with consumers598

In the equilibrium characterized by Proposition 4, there is no coexistence of two membership599

portals because the homogenous platforms compete intensely in commission to attract creators.600

This suggests that weakening the extent of commission competition is a necessary condition for601

other equilibrium configurations of business models. Following the two-sided market literature,602

one simple method is to introduce the “competitive bottleneck” (CB) setup of Armstrong603

(2006) and Armstrong and Wright (2007), that is, consumers can join at most one membership604

portal (singlehoming) while creators are free to multihome. This may reflect that consumers605

face multihoming costs for signing up and maintaining their payment details across multiple606

membership platforms. For simplicity, in this subsection we focus on linear specification (4).607

Note that it does not matter whether consumers are allowed to join multiple discovery portals:608

in the equilibrium of any possible consumer-creator subgame, Lemma 3 says that consumers only609

use one of the portals to carry out all the searches. Hence, for an easier comparison with the610

complete multihoming benchmark of Section 5.1, without loss of generality we assume consumers611

are free to multihome on both discovery portals.612

In the symmetric equilibrium of this competitive bottleneck setup, whenever multiple613

membership portals coexist, consumers are indifferent between the portals and split themselves614

across the two portals equally. Meanwhile, creators always join both membership portals615

(including off-equilibrium paths) instead of singlehoming on the portal with the lowest commission616

τl. This reflects the classic competitive bottleneck logic where each membership portal exerts617

monopoly power over the creators: if a creator quits a membership portal, it loses the opportunity618

to transact with all consumers who singlehome on this portal.619

Thus, the equilibrium design in the consumer-creator subgame is now:620

λ∗ = argmax
λi

{
λ1+rmax
i × (a+ (1− τmean)v (λi))

}
,

where rmax = max {r1, r2}, while τmean = τ1
2 + τ2

2 (if there are two coexisting membership621

portals) or τmean = τl (if platform l operates the sole membership portal). Meanwhile, all other622

equilibrium features in Lemma 3 remain unchanged.623

Then, the following is analogous to Proposition 3:624

Proposition 5. (Best-responding business mode in a CB framework). For every P−l ∈625

{M,D,H}, there exists a threshold A
(P−l)
CB such that Platform l optimally chooses H if A ≥ A

(P−l)
CB626

and chooses M if A ≤ A
(P−l)
CB .627

Notably, pure discovery mode is never optimal in this competitive bottleneck setup, similar628

to the monopoly benchmark. The key intuition is that the coexistence of membership portals no629

longer drives up equilibrium commissions, which is a consequence of the competitive bottleneck630

logic discussed above. Thus, the negative spillover effect discussed in Section 5.1 is shut down,631

so that the hybrid mode always dominates the pure discovery mode. In this case, the trade-off632

between Pl = M and Pl = H then reflects the same intuition in the monopoly benchmark633

(Proposition 2). From the best response functions in Proposition 5, we immediately obtain the634

following overall equilibrium.635
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Proposition 6. (Competitive bottleneck equilibrium) In the equilibrium of the overall game:20636

• If A ≥ A
(H)
CB , then both platforms operate in hybrid mode.637

• If A ∈ (A
(M)
CB , A

(H)
CB ), one platform operates in pure membership mode and the other platform638

operates in hybrid mode.639

• If A ≤ A
(M)
CB , then both platforms operate in pure membership mode.640

To sum, in the competitive bottleneck setup, commission competition between membership641

portals is weak, which gives rise to coexistence of platforms in pure membership and hybrid642

modes. Another way to generate similar equilibrium market structures is to stick with the643

complete multihoming benchmark of Section 5.1 but introduce strong horizontal differentiation644

among membership portals (thus softening competition between them). This alternative setup645

can be interpreted as describing a market that is “mature” on the creator side. Platforms have646

loyal creators that are familiar with their interfaces and payment functionalities such that the647

creators do not switch to the rival membership portal except when there is only one membership648

portal in the market. We consider such a setup in Section E.2 of the Online Appendix and show649

that the equilibrium composition of business models is either (Pl, P−l) = (H,H), (H,M), or650

(M,M), similar to Proposition 6.21651

6 Additional Analysis and Extensions652

In what follows, we discuss several additional analysis and extensions of our benchmark653

monopoly model. We focus on presenting the main insights and relegate details and formal654

proofs to Sections A - D in the Online Appendix.655

6.1 Surplus and welfare implications656

In Section A of the online appendix, we examine the welfare implications of platform business657

model in the monopoly benchmark of Section 4. For each given equilibrium design λ∗, consumer’s658

expected utility from engaging in search is ũ(λ∗) = b+ u(λ∗)− s
λ∗ , while the surplus from not659

engaging in search is x, the outside option. Therefore, the aggregate consumer surplus is660

CS ≡ ũ(λ∗)G(ũ(λ∗)) +

∫ ∞

ũ(λ∗)
xg(x)dx

Clearly, CS is increasing in ũ(λ∗), which is an increasing function by Assumption 2. The661

following result follows immediately from the comparisons of λ∗ in Propositions 1 and 2.662

20Note that it is possible that A
(M)
CB ≥ A

(H)
CB , in which case we have coexistence of two types of equilibria:

(Pl, P−l) = (H,H) and (M,M).
21More formally, we assume that the membership portals are local monopolies from the point of view of creators.

That is, whenever two membership portals are available in the creator subgame, creators always split themselves
equally between the two membership portals (regardless of the differences in commissions τl). Meanwhile, creators
are still free to multihome on discovery portals.
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Corollary 3. In the benchmark monopoly model:663

1. A shift from pure discovery mode to hybrid mode decreases consumer surplus (CSH ≤ CSD);664

2. A shift from pure membership mode to hybrid mode increases consumer surplus (CSH ≥665

CSM ).666

Thus, the consumer surplus implications of going hybrid mode depends which pure mode the667

platform is starting at. The simplicity of this Corollary 3 comes in part because in the model668

the consumer surplus implications are purely driven by changes in equilibrium content design669

(recall λ∗
D ≥ λ∗

H ≥ λ∗
M ). If a discovery portal were to facilitate content discovery by reducing670

consumer search costs (in addition to providing recommendations), then CSD and CSH increase671

relative to CSM . Similarly, a membership portal could directly generate a convenience benefit672

for consumers purchasing exclusive content. To the extent that such additional benefits are not673

fully extracted by creators through their pricing, then CSH and CSM would increase relative to674

CSD.675

Moving to aggregate creator surplus (i.e., producer surplus), for each given equilibrium design676

λ∗, we have677

PS = G(ũ(λ∗))(a+ (1− τ)v(λ∗)),

where τ is the exclusive content commission (and τ = 1 − β if the platform is in the pure678

discovery mode). The implications for creator surplus are less clear-cut because there are two679

factors that drive the comparisons: λ∗ and τ . Nonetheless, we have the following sufficiency680

results:681

Corollary 4. Suppose b is sufficiently large, in the benchmark monopoly model:682

1. A shift from pure discovery mode to hybrid mode increases creator surplus (PSH ≥ PSD);683

2. A shift from pure membership mode to hybrid mode decreases creator surplus (PSH ≤ PSM )684

in the linear specification in (4).685

Consider first the shift from pure discovery mode to hybrid mode. On the one hand, the686

shift benefits creators by increasing their revenues from exclusive content because the platform’s687

commission is bounded (τ ≤ 1− β). On the other hand, the associated decrease in broadness688

λ∗ from going hybrid has an ambiguous effect because it decreases consumer participation but689

increases the per-viewer revenue of creators. Nonetheless, we note that the platform in the pure690

discovery mode, by maximizing consumer participation, tends to induce λ∗ that is higher than691

the level preferred by creators. Hence, if the decrease in consumer participation is not too large692

after the shift to hybrid, then creators would benefit from the decrease in λ∗. This occurs when693

b is sufficiently large such that consumer participation is inelastic to changes in λ∗ (because694

most of them would be participating anyway regardless of λ∗).695

A similar reasoning applies in the shift from pure membership to hybrid. When b is sufficiently696

large so that consumer participation is inelastic, the shift to hybrid has two effects: (i) a decrease697
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in v(λ∗) due to a higher broadness induced; and (ii) a lower commission (τ∗H ≤ τ∗M ). In the linear698

microfoundation in (4), an incomplete pass-through argument (a consequence of log-concavity of699

G) on the equilibrium commission shows that the first effect dominates, so that creators are700

worse-off from the addition of a discovery portal.22701

6.2 Endogenous ad and revenue instruments702

For the sake of clearer exposition, we have assumed that (i) each visiting consumer generates703

a fixed ad revenue A to the discovery portal; and (ii) the discovery portal does not share the704

advertising revenue it obtains with creators. We now generalize the model by allowing the705

discovery portal to choose (i) p ≥ 0, the amount of ads to display on the platform, which706

consumers view as a nuisance; and (ii) the ad revenue sharing, where the platform’s share is707

f ∈ [0, 1] while the creators’s share is 1− f . By alternatively interpreting p as access prices, this708

setup also captures platforms that charge consumers a platform-wide access price and share the709

revenue with creators (e.g., Medium, Skillshare, and Nebula in Table 1).710

Formally, we rewrite the platform’s profit in the hybrid mode ΠH as (ΠD can be analogously711

rewritten):712

ΠH(p, f, r, τ) = G (ũ (λ∗)− p) (fpA+ τv (λ∗))− C

where parameter A captures the per-ad revenue (profitability of ads) and we normalize the713

per-ad nuisance cost perceived by consumers to 1. Meanwhile, equilibrium design of creators in714

(5) now becomes715

λ∗ = λ∗(p, f, r, τ) = arg max
λi∈[0,1]

{
λ1+r
i × (a+ (1− f)pA+ (1− τ)v (λi))

}
.

If p = 0 and f = 1, then we recover a special case of the benchmark model with A = 0.716

Observe that λ∗(p, f, r, τ) is increasing in p and decreasing in f . Hence, the platform has717

an additional avenue to affect equilibrium content design by influencing creators’ ad revenue.718

Whenever the platform operates a discovery portal, it faces the following trade-off: increasing719

f (hence inducing nicher design) and increasing p both decrease viewership, but increases the720

per-viewer revenue obtained by the platform itself.721

Clearly, this amendment affects only the pure discovery mode and the hybrid mode. In722

Section B of the Online Appendix, we show that Proposition 2 remains valid with a redefined723

threshold on A, while Proposition 1 holds if r̄ → ∞ (i.e., the discovery portal can induce the724

maximum broadness if it wants to). Moreover, if r̄ → ∞, both the pure discovery mode and725

hybrid mode have f = 1, consistent with the assumption in the benchmark model. Intuitively,726

the only potential downside of raising f is it reduces λ∗ and viewership. However, if r̄ → ∞, the727

platform can fully negate this downside by raising r accordingly to induce a higher λ∗, and so it728

is profitable for the platform to keep increasing f until the boundary constraint f ≤ 1 binds.729

22We relegate the analysis on the total surplus to the online appendix. The intuition is similar to the analysis
on CS and PS. In particular, shift to the hybrid mode (from either of the pure modes) reflect two effects (i)
increase in total surplus due to transaction facilitation (β < 1); and (ii) changes in λ∗, which affect CS and PS in
opposite direction when b is sufficiently large. However, one should be cautious about the conclusion of such an
analysis on the total surplus since we do not model the advertiser side of the market.
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6.3 Asymmetric creators730

In Section C of the Online Appendix, we extend the monopoly model by introducing731

asymmetric creators (who make asymmetric content design decisions). For tractability, we focus732

on the linear specification in (4).733

Suppose that the continuum of creators are indexed by type ti ≥ 0 such that the external734

sponsorship revenue term in (3) becomes ati.
23 We assume that ti is distributed according to a735

CDF F with compact support [t, t̄]. Thus, creators are heterogeneous in terms of the profitability736

of their individual ad and sponsorship revenues. Note that we recover the baseline model if737

t = t̄ = 1. To ensure that the analysis of the platform’s problem remains tractable, we assume738

that the parameters are such that λ∗ (ti) ∈ (0, 1) for all r ∈ [r, r̄] and τ ≤ 1− β.739

Consider the hybrid mode (recall that the analysis nests the case of pure membership and pure740

discovery modes as special cases). Following Section 4, in the equilibrium of the creator-consumer741

subgame, each creator of type ti joins both portals of the platform and sets742

λ∗ (ti) = arg max
λi∈[0,1]

{
λ1+r
i × (ati + (1− τ)v (λi))

}
.

Notice that λ∗ (ti) is increasing in ti: higher-type creators opt for broader designs than lower-type743

creators.744

To describe consumers’ search pattern, define the “recommendation-weighted average design”745

(or the expected match probability) as746

Λ =

∫ t̄

t
λ∗ (ti)

 λ∗ (ti)
r∫ t̄

t λ
∗ (ti)

r dF (ti)

 dF (ti). (10)

That is, Λ is the ex-ante probability that a consumer eventually finds a match from searching747

on the platform and following the recommendation. Notice that if r = 0 then Λ becomes748

the unweighted average broadness
∫ t̄
t λ

∗ (ti) dF (ti), i.e., the expected match probability under749

random search.750

Importantly, consumers strictly prefer following the platform’s recommendation in each step751

of the search in the equilibrium because752

Λ >

∫ t̄

t
λ∗ (ti) dF (ti),

which can be proven with a simple first-order stochastic dominance argument. Intuitively, the753

platform’s recommendation rule (1) implies that the probability of finding a match from following754

the recommendation is higher than the corresponding probability with a random search.755

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2 in the baseline model.756

Lemma 4. The recommendation-weighted average broadness Λ in (10) is strictly increasing in757

r and τ .758

23This is without loss of generality and we would obtain the same insights if we instead introduce scaling
heterogeneity on the profitability of creators’ exclusive content revenue.
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Based on this result, we verify that the results in Propositions 1 and 2 continue to hold. The759

only mechanical difference is that, when creators make asymmetric content design decisions in760

the equilibrium, the platform’s choice of mode now influences the market outcome through an761

additional recommendation-shifting effect where by a higher recommendation sensitivity r or a762

higher commission τ means that creators with a higher λ∗(ti) are more likely to be recommended.763

6.4 Elastic creator participation and network effects764

In our model, all creators are active and join the platform in the equilibrium. As such,765

participation by consumers and creators are essentially independent (as long as we rule out the766

trivial equilibrium with no participation), meaning that in our model there are no cross-group767

network effects emphasized by the literature of two-sided markets (Rochet and Tirole 2003;768

Armstrong 2006). Allowing for elastic creator participation (that is, platform decisions affect the769

mass of active creators in a continuous manner) does not affect our results so long as a strictly770

positive mass of creators are always active. This is due to the assumptions of: (i) a continuum771

of symmetric creators and (ii) unit demand by consumers.772

In Section D of the Online Appendix, we expand the asymmetric creators model of Section773

6.3 by exploring the impact of elastic creator participation. We assume that creators face a fixed774

cost c > 0 for being active (regardless of whether the creator is joining the discovery portal, the775

membership portal, or both) so that their participation is elastic. In this case, participation776

decisions are consumers and creators are interdependent, thus generating cross-group network777

effects.778

To see this point, let us focus on the most general case of a hybrid mode. It can be shown779

that there exists a unique creator participation threshold T ∈ [t, t̄] such that the marginal creator780

with type ti = T is indifferent between being active (and joining the monopoly platform) and781

being inactive:782

G (ũ(Λ(T )))

(
λ∗ (T )r∫ t̄

T λ∗ (ti)
1+r dF (ti)

)
(aT + (1− τ)v (λ∗ (T ))) = c, (11)

where Λ(T ) is the counterpart of average design in (10):783

Λ(T ) =

∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

(
λ∗ (ti)

r∫ t̄
T λ∗ (ti)

r dF (ti)

)
dF (ti). (12)

All creators with type ti ≥ T are active while those with type ti < T are inactive. Notice from784

(11) that creator participation depends on consumer participation G (ũ(Λ(T ))), which in turn785

depends on creator participation through the average design Λ(T ) in (12).786

Let T̄ denote the solution of (11) and let Λ̄ = Λ(T̄ ). Then, we prove that Λ̄ is strictly787

increasing in r and τ . Based on this result, we verify that the results in Proposition 1 and788

Proposition 2 remain valid. The only mechanical difference in this scenario is that the platform’s789

choice of mode now influences the market outcome through an additional effect of changing the790

composition of the types of the active creators.791
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7 Discussion and conclusion792

This paper presents a tractable model of a platform-intermediated content creation market,793

whereby content creators endogenously make design decisions positioning their content along a794

niche-broad spectrum. In this context, we analyze three emerging distinct platform business795

models: (i) pure discovery mode (which facilitates audiences’ discovery of creators’ content and796

earns revenues from advertising or platform-wide pricing), (ii) pure membership mode (which797

enables creators to profit from providing exclusive content and earns revenue from transaction798

commissions), and (iii) hybrid mode platform (combining both business models).799

Our results yield several implications that can help to inform strategic business model800

decisions of platforms in the creator economy. Importantly, these insights are driven by creators’801

endogenous content design responses to the platforms’ decisions.802

• First, an existing pure discovery platform can always benefit from introducing a membership803

portal (thus going hybrid) and choosing an appropriate level of commission if it is a804

monopolist. However, this is not necessarily true when the platform faces a competing805

platform that operates a membership portal as the competition in platform commissions806

creates a negative spillover on the platform’s existing advertising revenue.807

• Second, an existing pure membership platform does not always benefit from introducing a808

discovery portal. Doing so distracts creators from focusing on raising the value of their809

exclusive content (thus harming the platform’s commission revenue) due to the competition810

for recommendations.811

• Third, strategic differentiation in platform business models can arise in the equilibrium in812

which one platform operates in pure discovery mode while the other is pure membership813

or hybrid. As summarized in Figure 2 below (based on discussions in Section 5), asym-814

metric business models emerge when the competition in transaction commission among815

membership portals is sufficiently intense. Symmetric business models appear when the816

reverse is true.817

Figure 2: The equilibrium market structure.
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At a high level, our paper also echoes the recent interest in understanding the social818

implications of different business models of digital platforms (Caffarra et al. 2020). The growing819

prominence of content platforms like Youtube and Facebook as sources for media consumption,820

means that these platforms have considerable influence on the type of media content being821

created. We identify conditions under which changes in platform business model increase or822

decrease the equilibrium level of content broadness chosen by the creators. These implications823

are empirically testable in principle if a proper notion of “content broadness” can be defined824

(see, e.g., Gong (2021)). We leave this as a promising direction for future research.825
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8 Appendix941

8.1 Proofs in Section 4942

Proof. (Lemma 1). To complete the equilibrium construction discussed in the main text, it remains to943

verify creators’ incentive to deviate with λi ̸= λ∗ taking into account consumers’ search decisions off the944

equilibrium path. Denote945

π (λi) = λ1+r
i (a+ (1− τ)v (λi))

Suppose a consumer has inspected creator i. If there is no match in taste, the consumer continues her946

search. Otherwise, she observes utility b + u (λi) and stops if and only if b + u (λi) > b + u(λ∗) − s
λ∗ .947

For any λi ̸= λ∗, one of the two cases occur: (i) consumer stops searching so that creator profit is948

π (λi) ≤ π (λ∗) ≡ maxλi π (λi); or (ii) consumer continues searching, so that creator profit is zero. Hence,949

there is no strict incentive to deviate from λi = λ∗.950
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Proof. (Lemma 2). Whenever λ∗ is interior, we apply implicit function theorem on (7) and v′(.) < 0 to951

get952

dλ∗

dr
=

1

−(2 + r)v′(λ∗)− v′′(λ∗)

(
a

1− τ
+ v (λ∗)

)
> 0;

dλ∗

dτ
=

1

−(2 + r)v′(λ∗)− v′′(λ∗)

(
a (1 + r)

(1− τ)
2

)
> 0,

where concavity of v ensures the denominators are all positive.953

Proof. (Propositions 1 and 2). We first prove the profit comparison results. First,954

ΠD(r∗D) = G (ũ (λ∗(r∗D, 1− β)))A− C

< G (ũ (λ∗(r∗D, 1− β))) (A+ (1− β)v(λ∗(r∗D, 1− β)))− C

≤ max
r,τ

{G (ũ (λ∗(r, τ))) (A+ τv(λ∗(r, τ)))− C} = Π∗
H .

Meanwhile, the envelope theorem implies Π∗
H −Π∗

M is monotone increasing in A. The intermediate value955

theorem and implicit function theorem together prove the result for threshold Amono (if Π∗
H > Π∗

M for all956

A then Amono = 0).957

To prove λ∗
H ≤ λ∗

D, notice Assumption 2 implies ũ (λ) = b+u(λ)− s
λ is increasing, so that r∗D = r̄ ≥ r∗H .958

Then,959

λ∗
H = λ∗(r∗H , τ∗H) ≤ λ∗(r̄, 1− β) = λ∗

D

by Lemma 2. To prove λ∗
H ≥ λ∗

M , we proceed in two steps. First, we consider an auxiliary problem of960

max
τ∈[0,1−β]

G (ũ(λ∗(r, τ))) (A+ τv(λ∗(r, τ))) for any given r ≥ 0, (8.13)

denote its solution as τ̃(r). We will show τ̃(0) ≥ τ∗M , which implies λ∗(τ̃(0), 0) ≥ λ∗
M . Second, we will961

show λ∗(τ̃(r), r) is weakly increasing in r, so that962

λ∗
H = λ∗(r∗H , τ̃(r∗H)) ≥ λ∗(0, τ̃(0)) = λ∗

M

Step 1. τ̃(0) ≥ τ∗M . Notice τ̃(0)A=0 = τ∗M , so it suffices to show τ̃(0) is weakly increasing in A. If963

τ̃(0) is non-interior then we are done. Otherwise, τ̃(0) is pinned down by FOC:964

G (ũ(λ∗))

g (ũ(λ∗))
v(λ∗) +

(
(A+ τ̃ v(λ∗)) ũ′(λ∗) + τ̃ v′(λ∗)

G (ũ(λ∗))

g (ũ(λ∗))

)
dλ∗

dτ
= 0

where λ∗ = λ∗(0, τ̃). By the implicit function theorem, dτ̃(0)/dA has the same sign as dλ∗

dτ ũ′(λ∗), where965

dλ∗

dτ ≥ 0 by Lemma 2 and ũ′(λ∗) ≥ 0 by Assumption 2.966

Step 2. λ∗(r, τ̃(r)) is weakly increasing in r. At any given r, if λ∗(r, τ̃(r)) is non-interior then967

obviously it is independent of r. If instead λ∗(r, τ̃(r)) is interior, then we write968

dλ∗(r, τ̃(r))

dr
=

∂λ∗(r, τ̃(r))

∂τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 (Lemma 2)

dτ̃

dr
+

∂λ∗(r, τ̃(r))

∂r︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 (Lemma 2)

.
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To show dλ∗(r,τ̃(r))
dr ≥ 0, it remains to bound969

dτ̃

dr
≥ −

∂λ∗(r,τ̃)
∂r

∂λ∗(r,τ̃)
∂τ

. (8.14)

If τ̃ is non-interior then dτ̃
dr = 0 and we are done. Otherwise, τ̃ = τ̃(r) is pinned down by the FOC970

associated with (8.13):971

G (ũ(λ∗))

g (ũ(λ∗))
v(λ∗) +

(
(A+ τ̃ v(λ∗)) ũ′(λ∗) + τ̃ v′(λ∗)

G (ũ(λ∗))

g (ũ(λ∗))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0 (otherwise, FOC does not hold)

dλ∗

dτ
= 0. (8.15)

where λ∗ = λ∗(r, τ̃) satisfies (7) and972

dλ∗

dτ
=

τ

−(2 + r)v′(λ∗)− v′′(λ∗)

(
a (1 + r)

(1− τ)
2

)
≥ 0.

Denote the left hand side of (8.15) as Ψ (λ∗(r, τ), r, τ) |τ=τ̃ . Note that, holding λ∗ fixed, the partial973

derivatives have ∂Ψ
∂r |τ=τ̃ ≤ 0 and ∂Ψ

∂τ |τ=τ̃ ≤ 0. Totally differentiating (8.15) gives974

dΨ

dr
|τ=τ̃ +

dΨ

dτ
|τ=τ̃

dτ̃

dr
= 0 (8.16)

Solving for dτ̃
dr and substituting into (8.14)975

dΨ
dr |τ=τ̃

−dΨ
dτ |τ=τ̃

≥ −
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂r
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂τ

(8.17)

where −dΨ
dτ |τ=τ̃ ≥ 0 by the local stability condition of τ̃ being an interior solution. Expanding (8.17) in976

terms of partial derivatives and rearranging (all terms are evaluated at τ = τ̃):977

∂Ψ
∂λ∗

dλ∗(r,τ̃)
dr + ∂Ψ

∂r

− ∂Ψ
∂λ∗

dλ∗(r,τ̃)
dτ − ∂Ψ

∂τ

≥ −
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂r
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂τ

⇔
∂Ψ
∂r
∂Ψ
∂τ

≤
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂r
∂λ∗(r,τ̃)

∂τ

. (8.18)

Expanding (8.18):978

∂λ∗(r,τ̃)
∂r

∂λ∗(r,τ̃)
∂τ

=
a

1−τ + v (λ∗)

a
1−τ

(
1+r
1−τ

) ≥ 1− τ

1 + r

and979

∂Ψ
∂r
∂Ψ
∂τ

=

−v′−v′′

−(2+r)v′−v′′ (aτ)

2τ
(

a(1+r)
1−τ

)
+ a (1 + r) + Z

≤
−v′−v′′

−(2+r)v′−v′′ (aτ)

2τ
(

a(1+r)
1−τ

) ≤ 1

2

(
1− τ

1 + r

)
,

where980

Z =
−A

τ̃
dλ∗

dτ

A
τ̃ + v(λ∗) + v′(λ∗) G(ũ(λ∗))

g(ũ(λ∗))ũ′(λ∗)

≥ 0.

We conclude (8.18) holds, which implies (8.14). Note that this proof simply bounds dτ̃
dr below by a981

negative number hence it does not show whether dτ̃
dr is positive or negative.982
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Proof. (Corollary 1). (i) r∗D = r̄ is obviously independent of s, and so is λ∗
D. (ii) If τ∗M = 1− β, then it983

is independent of s. Otherwise, τ∗M satisfies the FOC984

(A+ τ̃ v(λ∗)) ũ′(λ∗)
dλ∗

dτ
+

(
v(λ∗) + τv′(λ∗)

dλ∗

dτ

)
G (ũ(λ∗))

g (ũ(λ∗))
= 0 (8.19)

where ũ′ (λ) = u′(λ)+ s
λ2 > 0 (by Assumption 2) and dλ∗

dτ > 0. The left-hand side of the FOC is increasing985

in s because ũ′(λ∗) is increasing in s and (8.19) implies v(λ∗) + τv′(λ∗)dλ
∗

dτ < 0. Therefore, the implicit986

function theorem gives dτ∗M/ds > 0, implying a higher λ∗
M . (iii) A similar reasoning applies to λ∗

H .987

8.2 Proofs in Section 5.1988

Proof. (Proposition 3 and Proposition 4). We first make two observations: (i) Bertrand competition989

between two homogeneous membership portal components to attract creators implies τ1 = τ2 = 0; (ii)990

Bertrand competition between two homogeneous discovery portal components to attract consumer search991

(and to earn the platform advertising revenue A > 0) implies r1 = r2 = r̄. There is no incentive to deviate992

by lowering rl or raising τl because that doing so does not affect creators’ content design and hence does993

not affect consumers’ search decisions (Lemma 3). Given that platforms are ex ante symmetric, we let994

l = 2 and −l = 1 without loss of generality.995

Case 1: P1 = M . If P2 = D, let τMD > 0 be the equilibrium commission of platform 1 in this996

subgame (the alphabetical subscript denotes the mode choices of P1 and P2 in successive order). Then,997

platform P2 earns998

Π∗
2,MD = G (ũ(λ∗(rMD, τMD)))A− C > 0,

where999

rMD = argmax
r[r,r̄]

ũ(λ∗(r, τMD)).

and the inequality is due to the cost condition in footnote 13. If P2 = M , the Bertrand logic implies1000

τ1 = τ2 = 0 so that Π2,MM = 0 < Π2,MD. If P2 = H, τ1 = τ2 = 0 so1001

Π2,MH = G (ũ(λ∗(rMD, 0)))A− C < G (ũ(λ∗(rMD, τMD)))A− C = Π2,MD

given that ũ(λ) is increasing (Assumption 2) while λ∗(r, τ) is increasing in τ (Lemma 2). Hence, P2 = D1002

is the best response.1003

Case 2: P1 = H. If P2 = M , we know τ1 = τ2 = 0 and so Π2,HM = 0. If P2 = D, we know1004

r1 = r2 = r̄, and so1005

Π2,HD = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD)))
A

2
− C,

where τHD > 0 while the advertisement revenue A/2 reflects that consumers split between searching1006

through the discovery portals of the two platforms. Notice the cost condition in footnote 13 does not1007

imply Π2,HD > 0 given that A/2 < A. Define1008

A′
MH =

2C

G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD))
(8.20)

so that Π2,HD ≥ 0 = Π2,HM if and only if A ≥ A′
MH . It remains to show P2 = H is never a best response.1009

When P1 = P2 = H, we know r1 = r2 = r̄ and τ1 = τ2 = 0, so that1010

Π2,HH = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, 0)))
A

2
− C < G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD)))

A

2
− C = Π2,HD.

given that ũ(λ) is increasing while λ∗(r, τ) is increasing in τ .1011
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Case 3: P1 = D. Given assumption 2, we know platform P1 always set r = r̄. Proposition 1 then1012

implies P2 = D is never a best response. Then, If P2 = M , we have1013

Π2,DM = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDM ))) τDMv(λ∗(r̄, τDM ))

If P2 = H, we have1014

Π2,DH = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDH)))

(
A

2
+ τDHv(λ∗(r̄, τDH))

)
− C.

If Π2,DH > Π2,DM for all A ≥ 0, then let AMH = 0. Otherwise, let AMH be the solution to Π2,DH =1015

Π2,DM , which exists and is unique given Π2,DH is strictly increasing in A by the envelope theorem.241016

Then, Π2,DH ≥ Π2,DM if and only if A ≥ A3.1017

Finally, observe that for all A < A′
MH as defined in (8.20), we have1018

Π2,DH < G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDH)))

(
A′

3

2
+ τDHv(λ∗(r̄, τDH))

)
− C

= G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDH))) τ2,DHv(λ∗(r̄, τDH))

≤ max
τ

{G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τ))) τv(λ∗(r̄, τ))} = Π2,DM

where we invoked symmetry τDH = τHD in the second equality. Thus, A < A′
MH implies A < AMH ,1019

hence we conclude A′
MH ≤ AMH . Finally, from the definitions of A′

MH and AMH , it is clear that both1020

are increasing in C and equal zero when C = 0.1021

We are now ready to prove Proposition 4. When A < AMH , Proposition 3 implies that Pl = M and1022

P−l = D are the unique best responses to each other for l = 1, 2. When A ≥ AMH ≥ A′
MH , Proposition1023

3 implies that Pl = H and P−l = D are the unique best responses to each other.1024

Proof. (Corollary 2). For any r ≥ 0, denote τ̃(A, r) as the solution to the following problem1025

max
τ∈[0,1−β]

G (ũ(λ∗(r, τ))) (A+ τv(λ∗(r, τ)))

which is the same expression as (8.13). We know from the proof of Proposition 2 that λ∗(r, τ̃(A, r))) is1026

weakly increasing in r and A. Consider A ≤ Amono so that the monopolist operates in pure membership1027

and the equilibrium design is λ∗
mono = λ∗(0, τ̃(0, 0)). With competition, if (Pl, P−l) = (D,H), then the1028

equilibrium design is λ∗(r̄, τ̃(A/2, r̄)) ≥ λ∗(0, τ̃(0, 0)); if (Pl, P−l) = (D,M), then the equilibrium design1029

is λ∗(r̄, τ̃(0, r̄)) ≥ λ∗(0, τ̃(0, 0)). Consider A > Amono so that the monopolist operates in hybrid and1030

the equilibrium design is λ∗
mono = λ∗(r∗H , τ̃(A, r∗H)). With competition, suppose (Pl, P−l) = (D,H): if1031

r̄ → ∞ then1032

λ∗(r̄, τ̃(A/2, r̄)) → 1 ≥ λ∗(r∗H , τ̃(A, r∗H));

and if r̄ → r then1033

λ∗(r̄, τ̃(0, r̄)) → λ∗(r, τ̃(A/2, r)) ≤ λ∗(r, τ̃(A, r)) = lim
r̄→r

λ∗
mono.

Suppose (Pl, P−l) = (D,M): if r̄ → ∞ then1034

λ∗(r̄, τ̃(0, r̄)) → 1 ≥ λ∗(r∗H , τ̃(A, r∗H));

24Note that we can use the envelope theorem here because Platform 1 has a dominant strategy in the competitive
subgame where it operates as a pure discovery platform and therefore platform 2’s maximization problem does
not have to account for a competitive response to its change of strategy.
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and if r̄ → r then1035

λ∗(r̄, τ̃(0, r̄)) → λ∗(r, τ̃(0, r)) ≤ λ∗(r, τ̃(A, r)) = lim
r̄→r

λ∗
mono.

1036

8.3 Proofs in Section 5.21037

As mentioned, for this proof we focus on linear specification in 4). For any given business model1038

choices (Pl, P−l) and choice variables chosen by the platforms, the analysis of the consumer-creator1039

subgame is immediate from Lemma 3:1040

Lemma 5. Let r = max {r1, r2}. The equilibrium of the consumer-creator subgame is:1041

1. Each creator i joins all discovery portal(s) and membership portal(s). Then, the creator sets design1042

λ∗ that solves1043

λ∗ = argmax
λi

{
λ1+r
i × (a+ (1− τmean)v (λi))

}
.

where τmean = τ1
2 + τ2

2 if there are two membership portals and τmean = τl if only a single platform1044

l operates a membership portal.1045

2. Consumers join all discovery portal(s) but split their participation evenly across the membership1046

portals available. Believing that all creators adopt strategy λ∗, a consumer initiates search if and1047

only if1048

x ≤ ũ(λ∗) ≡ b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗ ,

and does so through the discovery portal with the highest rl (follows the recommendation in every1049

step of search). The mass of consumers who search is G (ũ(λ∗)).1050

3. Upon finding a positive match value creator, a consumer stops searching and becomes a viewer of1051

the creator. The consumer use the membership portal that she has joined to carry out transactions1052

(if any).1053

Proof. (Proposition 5). We let platform indices l = 2 and −l = 1 without loss of generality. We1054

first show that P2 = D is always dominated by P2 = H. This is obvious if P1 = D (by Proposition1055

1). Consider P1 = M . Let (τ1,MH , τ2,MH) and rMH denote platforms’ equilibrium commissions and1056

sensitivity when (P1, P2) = (M,H), and τMD and rMD = r̄ for those when (P1, P2) = (M,D). We first1057

show that1058

τmean ≡ τ1,MH + τ2,MH

2
≥ τMD.

Recall the FOC for τMD > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = M , taking as given r̄ by Platform 21059

whose P2 = D):1060

1 + τMD
dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))

G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))
ũ′(λ∗(r, τMD)) +

v′(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

v(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

= 0. (8.21)

Meanwhile, τ1,MH > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = M) and τ2,MH > 0 (chosen by Platform 21061

whose P2 = H) jointly satisfy1062

1 +
τ1
2

dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗))

G (ũ(λ∗))
ũ′(λ∗) +

v′(λ∗)

v(λ∗)

)
= 0 (8.22)

1 +
τ2
2

dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗))

G (ũ(λ∗))

(
2A

τ2v(λ∗)
+ 1

)
ũ′(λ∗) +

v′(λ∗)

v(λ∗)

)
= 0 (8.23)
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where λ∗ = λ∗(rMH , τmean). Given A ≥ 0 in (8.23), it means1063

1 +
τ2
2

dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗))

G (ũ(λ∗))
ũ′(λ∗) +

v′(λ∗)

v(λ∗)

)
< 0.

Summing up the inequality above with (8.22), we get (after making λ∗ = λ∗(rMH , τmean) explicit):1064

τmean
dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗(rMH , τmean)))

G (ũ(λ∗(rMH , τmean)))
ũ′(λ∗(rMH , τmean)) +

v′(λ∗(rMH , τmean))

v(λ∗(rMH , τmean))

)
< −2. (8.24)

If rMH = r̄, then (8.24) and (8.21) together yields τmean ≥ τMD because evaluating the LHS of (8.21)1065

at τ = τmean would yield a value that is bounded above by 1 − 2 < 0. It remains to check that τ is1066

pinned down in (8.21). It is decreasing in r if we replace r̄ with r (because rMH ≤ r̄). Given that1067

v(λ) = (v0 − λ)γ is linear, (8.21) becomes1068

1 + τ

(
1 + r

2 + r

)(
aτ/γ

(1− τ)2

)(
g
(
b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗

)
G
(
b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗

) (u′(λ∗) +
s

λ∗

)
+

−1

v0 − λ∗

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

= 0. (8.25)

The LHS of (8.25) is decreasing in r and τ (taking into account that λ∗ is increasing in r and τ), and1069

so the implicit function theorem implies the required property, therefore τmean ≥ τMD is true for all1070

rMH ≤ r̄. Returning to Platform 2’s profit:1071

Π∗
2,MH = G (ũ(λ∗(rMH , τmean))) (A+ τ2,MHv(λ∗(rMH , τmean)))− C

≥ G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τmean))) (A+ τ2,MHv(λ∗(r̄, τmean)))− C

> G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τmean)))A− C

≥ G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))A− C = Π∗
2,MD.

Finally, consider P1 = H and we will again show Π∗
2,HH > Π∗

2,HD. To that end, we first show1072

τHH ≥ τHD. Recall the FOC for τHD > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = H, taking as given r̄ by1073

Platform 2 whose P2 = D):1074

1 + τHD
dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD)))

G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD)))

(
A/2

τHDv(λ∗(r̄, τHD))
+ 1

)
ũ′(λ∗(r̄, τHD)) +

v′(λ∗(r̄, τHD))

v(λ∗(r̄, τHD))

)
= 0

while τHH > 0 has FOC:1075

2 + τHH
dλ∗

dτ

(
g (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH)))

G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH)))

(
A

τHHv(λ∗(r̄, τHH))
+ 1

)
ũ′(λ∗(r̄, τHH)) +

v′(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

v(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

= 0

Again, comparing the two FOCs as above shows τHH ≥ τHD because evaluating the LHS of (8.21) at1076

τ = τHH yields a negative value. Returning to Platform 2’s profit:1077

Π∗
2,HH = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH)))

(
A

2
+

τHH

2
v(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

)
− C

> G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH)))
A

2
− C

≥ G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD)))
A

2
− C = Π∗

2,HD,

as required.1078

Aftering ruling out optimality of platform 2 choosing P2 = D, it remains to compare Π∗
2,P1H

and1079
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Π∗
2,P1M

for each P1 ∈ {M,D,H}. Applying the envelope theorem to the comparative statics with respect1080

to A, it is easily verified Π∗
2,P1H

− Π∗
2,P1M

is monotone increasing in A, thus proving the proposition1081

statement.1082
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Online Appendix1083

Content-hosting platforms: discovery, membership, or both?1084

Ben Casner and Tat-How Teh1085

A Surplus and welfare implications1086

Corollary 3 is proven in text and hence omitted. To prove Corollary 4, we assume b is sufficiently1087

large so that1088

lim
b→∞

G(ũ(λ∗(0, 0)) = lim
b→∞

G

(
b+ u(λ∗(0, 0)− s

λ∗(0, 0)

)
= 1 (A.1)

and1089

lim
b→∞

g(ũ(λ∗(0, 0))

G(ũ(λ∗(0, 0))
= 0

given that limx→∞ g(x) = 0 (recall also λ∗(0, 0) > 0 so the conditions above are well-defined). Conse-1090

quently,1091

PSD = G(ũ(λ∗(r̄, 1− β))(a+ βv(λ∗(r̄, 1− β))) = a+ βv(λ∗(r̄, 1− β))

PSH = G(ũ(λ∗(r∗H , τ∗H))(a+ (1− τ∗H)v(λ∗(r∗H , τ∗H))) = a+ (1− τ∗H)v(λ∗(r∗H , τ∗H))

PSM = G(ũ(λ∗(0, τ∗M ))(a+ (1− τ∗H)v(λ∗(0, τ∗M ))) = a+ (1− τ∗M )v(λ∗(0, τ∗M ))

Clearly, PSD ≤ PSH because τ∗H ≤ 1− β and r∗H ≤ r̄, which proves the first result of Corollary 4. To1092

prove the second result of Corollary 4, we note that (A.1) reduces the platform’s profit function to1093

ΠM (τ) = τv(λ∗(0, τ))

ΠH(r, τ) = A+ τv(λ∗(r, τ))− C

Denote1094

τ∗(r) = arg max
τ∈[0,1−β]

{τv(λ∗(r, τ))}

and notice τ∗H = τ∗(r) and τ∗M = τ∗(0). To proceed, we apply the linear microfoundation in (4) where1095

λ∗(r, τ) = min

{(
1 + r

2 + r

)(
a/γ

1− τ
+ v0

)
, 1

}
The associated first-order condition when τ∗(r) is an interior solution is1096

τ +
v (λ∗(r, τ))

v′(λ∗(r, τ))dλ
∗(r,τ)
dτ

= 0

=⇒ τ +
v0 − λ∗(r, τ)(
1+r
2+r

)
a/γ

(1−τ)2

= 0

=⇒ τ = 1−
(
a (1 + r)

γv0

)1/2

.

Taking into account the boundary constraint, we have1097

τ∗(r) = min

{
1−

(
a (1 + r)

γv0

)1/2

, 1− β

}

1



which is decreasing in r, and so τ∗H ≤ τ∗M , as claimed in the main text. To prove PSM ≥ PSH , it suffices1098

to prove that (1− τ∗(r))v(λ∗(r, τ∗(r))) is monotone decreasing in r for r ∈ [0, r]. This is trivial for the1099

range of r such that τ∗(r) = 1 − β. Consider the range of r such that τ∗(r) < 1 − β (which implies1100

γv0 > a) so that1101

v(λ∗(r, τ∗(r))) = v0 − λ∗(r, τ∗(r)) = v0 −
(
1 + r

2 + r

)(
(av0/γ)

1/2

(1 + r)
1/2

+ v0

)

Then,1102

(1− τ∗(r))v(λ∗(r, τ∗(r))) =

(
a (1 + r)

γv0

)1/2
(

v0
2 + r

− (av0/γ)
1/2 (1 + r)

1/2

2 + r

)

= (av0/γ)
1/2 (1 + r)1/2

2 + r
− a

γ

(
1 + r

2 + r

)
,

where the second term −
(

1+r
2+r

)
is clearly decreasing in r, while the first term is decreasing in r because1103

d

dr

(
(1 + r)1/2

2 + r

)
=

1

(2 + r)2

(
2 + r

2(1 + r)1/2
− (1 + r)1/2

)
< 0

⇐⇒ 2 + r

2(1 + r)1/2
< (1 + r)1/2

⇐⇒ r < 0.

For the total surplus (the sum of CS, PS, and platform profit), we have1104

TS =

∫ ∞

ũ(λ∗)

xg(x)dx+G(ũ(λ∗))
[
ũ(λ∗) +A+ a+ βv(λ∗) + (1− β)v(λ∗) · I{not D}

]
where I{not D} is an indicator function that equals 1 if the platform is not operating in pure discovery,1105

and equals to zero otherwise. As discussed in the main text, the introduction of a membership portal (i.e.,1106

when I{not D} = 1) increases the efficiency of value transfers by eliminating β from the welfare equation.1107

To proceed, let b be sufficiently large so that all consumers participate, and1108

TS = b+ u(λ∗)− s

λ∗ +A+ a+ βv(λ∗) + (1− β)v(λ∗) · I{not D}.

Then, TSH > TSD if and only if1109

u(λ∗
H)− s

λ∗
H

−
(
u(λ∗

D)− s

λ∗
D

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0

> βv(λ∗
D)− v(λ∗

H)

while TSH > TSM if and only if1110

u(λ∗
H)− s

λ∗
H

−
(
u(λ∗

M )− s

λ∗
M

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

> v(λ∗
M )− v(λ∗

H)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

so that the comparisons are ambiguous in general. The ambiguity reflects the following contrasting ranking1111

for CS and PS when the conditions in Corollary 4 holds: CSM ≤ CSH ≤ CSD and PSM ≥ PSH ≥ PSD.1112
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B Endogenous ad and revenue instruments1113

In this setup,1114

λ∗ = λ∗(p, f, r, τ) = argmax
λi

{
λ1+r
i × (a+ (1− f)pA+ (1− τ)v (λi))

}
.

which is increasing in p, r, and τ and decreasing in f . Platform profits are1115

ΠH(p, f, r, τ) = G (ũ (λ∗(p, f, r, τ))− p) (fpA+ τv (λ∗(p, f, r, τ)))− C

ΠD(p, f, r) = G (ũ (λ∗(p, f, r, 1− β))− p) fpA− C

ΠM (τ) = G (ũ (λ∗(0, 1, 0, τ))) τv (λ∗(0, 1, 0, τ)) .

Note that we do not need to adopt the linear microfoundation in (4) for this section.1116

Before proving the results, we make the following observations. First, assumption 2 implies r∗D = r̄ is1117

optimal in pure discovery mode. Second, we have the following lemma:1118

Lemma B.1. When maximizing ΠH(p, f, r, τ), the boundary constraints f ≤ 1, r ∈ [r, r̄], and τ ≤ 1− β1119

have the following properties:1120

1. Either r∗H = r or τ∗H = 1− β (or both);1121

2. Either f∗
H = 1 or τ∗H = 1− β (or both);1122

3. Either r∗H = r̄ or f∗
H = 1 (or both).1123

Proof. (1) Otherwise if r > r and τ < 1− β, the platform can increase τ while decreasing r to make λ∗
1124

constant while strictly increasing its revenue fpA+ τv(λ∗). (2) Otherwise if f < 1 and τ < 1− β, the1125

platform can increase τ and f simultaneously to make λ∗ constant while strictly increasing its revenue1126

fpA+ τv(λ∗). (3) Otherwise if r < r̄ and f < 1, the platform can increase f while increasing r to make1127

λ∗ constant while strictly increasing its revenue fpA+ τv(λ∗).1128

Proposition B.1. Comparing pure discovery mode and hybrid mode: (i) Π∗
H > Π∗

D and (ii) if r̄ → ∞,1129

then λ∗
D = 1 ≥ λ∗

H while f∗
D = f∗

H = 1.1130

Proof. We apply the profit replication argument:1131

Π∗
H ≥ ΠH (λ∗(p∗D, f∗

D, r∗D, 1− β))

= ΠD(p∗D, f∗
D, r∗D) +G (ũ (λ∗(p∗D, f∗

D, r∗D, 1− β))− p∗D) (1− β)v (λ∗(p∗D, f∗
D, r∗D, 1− β))

> ΠD(p∗D, f∗
D, r∗D).

For the second result, if r̄ → ∞, then λ∗(p∗D, f∗
D, r̄, 1− β) → 1, and so f∗

D = 1. As for hybrid, we note1132

that r̄ → ∞ implies f∗
H = 1 by Lemma B.1.3.1133

Proposition B.2. Comparing pure membership mode and hybrid mode: there exists a threshold A′
mono ≥ 01134

such that Π∗
H > Π∗

M if and only if A > A′
mono. Meanwhile, λ∗

H ≥ λ∗
M .1135

Proof. For the first part, we first prove that Π∗
H is monotone increasing in A (note that λ∗(p, f, r, τ) is1136

now increasing in A). Starting from any arbitrary A = A1, consider a small increase to A2 > A1. Denote1137

the maximizer at A = A1 as (p∗H , f∗
H , r∗H , τ∗H). If f∗

H = 1 at A = A1 then λ∗(p, f∗
H , r, τ) is independent of1138
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A so that Π∗
H(A2) > Π∗

H(A1) by envelope theorem (it is easily verified p∗H > 0 from FOCs). If f∗
H < 1 at1139

A = A1, then let f ′
H > f∗

H be such that1140

λ∗(p∗H , f∗
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A1

= λ∗(p∗H , f ′
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A2

.

Then1141

Π∗
H(A2) ≥ G (ũ (λ∗(p∗H , f ′

H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A2)− p) (fp∗HA2 + τv (λ∗(p∗H , f ′
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A2

))− C

= G (ũ (λ∗(p∗H , f∗
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A1

)− p) (fp∗HA2 + τv (λ∗(p∗H , f∗
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A1

))− C

> G (ũ (λ∗(p∗H , f∗
H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A1)− p) (fp∗HA1 + τv (λ∗(p∗H , f∗

H , r∗H , τ∗H)|A=A1
))− C

= Π∗
H(A1)

where the first inequality uses the definition of Π∗
H(A2) being the maximum and the second inequality1142

uses the definition of f ′
H above.1143

For the second part, we first note that if τ∗H = 1− β, then1144

λ∗
H = λ∗(p∗H , f∗

H , r∗H , 1− β)

≥ λ∗(0, f∗
H , 0, 1− β) (λ∗ increasing in r ≥ 0 and p ≥ 0)

≥ λ∗(0, 1, 0, 1− β) (λ∗ independent of f when p = 0)

≥ λ∗(0, 1, 0, τ∗M ) (λ∗ increasing in τ and τ∗M ≤ 1− β)

= λ∗
M .

If instead τ∗H < 1− β, then it implies r∗H = r and f∗
H = 1 (Lemma B.1). With a slight abuse of notation,1145

denote in what follows1146

λ∗(r, τ) = λ∗(1, f∗
H , r, τ) = argmax

λi

{
λ1+r
i × (a+ (1− τ)v (λi))

}
,

which is exactly λ∗(r, τ) in the baseline model (5) and in the proof of Proposition 2. Using this notation,1147

we can simplify the optimal τ under in hybrid mode as1148

τ∗H = τ̃(p, r)

where τ̃(p, r) = argmax
τ

G (ũ (λ∗(r, τ))− p) (pA+ τv (λ∗(r, τ)))

and λ∗
H = λ∗(r, τ̃(p∗H , r)), while λ∗

M = λ∗(0, τ̃(0, 0)). In the proof of Proposition 2, we have shown1149

λ∗(r, τ̃(0, r)) ≥ λ∗(0, τ̃(0, 0)) = λ∗
M , and so it remains to show τ̃(p∗H , r) ≥ τ̃(0, r) to conclude λ∗

H ≥ λ∗
M .1150

If τ̃(p∗H , r) = 1− β then we are done. Otherwise, the FOC associated with τ̃(p, r), is1151

G (ũ(λ∗)− p)

g (ũ(λ∗)− p)
v(λ∗) +

(
(pA+ τ̃ v(λ∗)) ũ′(λ∗) + τ̃ v′(λ∗)

G (ũ(λ∗)− p)

g (ũ(λ∗)− p)

)
dλ∗

dτ
= 0. (B.1)

where λ∗ = λ∗(r, τ̃)Observe that the left hand side of (B.1) is increasing in p because dλ∗

dτ ≥ 0 and1152 (
v(λ∗) + τ̃ v′(λ∗)

dλ∗

dτ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0 as otherwise the FOC won’t hold

G (ũ(λ∗)− p)

g (ũ(λ∗)− p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
decreasing in p by log-concavity

.

Meanwhile, the left hand side of (B.1) is decreasing in p in τ̃ (recall λ∗ = λ∗(r, τ̃)) by the local concavity1153

requirement of any interior solution. Therefore, τ̃(p, r) is increasing in p by the implicit function theorem,1154

as required.1155
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C Asymmetric creators1156

Creators are asymmetric with type ti ∈ [t, t̄]. As stated in the main text, we assume the linear1157

microfoundation in (4):1158

v (λi) = (v0 − λi) γ and u (λi) = (v0 − λi) (1− γ),

where 1− γ ≤ s. We also assume that the parameters are such that λ∗ (ti) ∈ (0, 1) for all r ∈ [r, r̄] and1159

τ ≤ 1− β such that it is always pinned down first-order condition:1160

λ∗ (ti) =
1 + r

2 + r

(
ati

(1− τ)γ
+ v0

)
∈ (0, 1) , (C.1)

Observe that λ∗ (ti) is strictly increasing in ti, τ , r, and a. In terms of model primitives, a sufficient1161

condition for λ∗ (ti) ∈ (0, 1) is1162

at̄

βγ
+ v0 <

2 + r

1 + r

Define the random variable t̃i as the ti of the creator recommended by the discovery portal of the1163

platform, where the corresponding cumulative distribution function is1164

H(t̃i) ≡

∫ t̃i
t

λ∗ (ti)
r
dF (ti)∫ t̄

t
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti)

for t̃i ∈ [t, t̄] . (C.2)

If r = 0 (i.e., no recommendation or consumers are conducting a random search) then t̃i has the same1165

distribution as ti.1166

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2 in the baseline model.1167

Lemma C.1. In the equilibrium of the creator subgame with asymmetric creators,1168

Λ =

∫ t̄

t

λ∗ (t̃i) dH(t̃i) (C.3)

is strictly increasing in τ , r, and a.1169

Proof. Consider the comparative statics with respect to τ , where we write λ∗ = λ∗ (ti; τ) and rewrite1170

(C.2) as1171

H(x; τ) ≡

∫ x

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)∫ t̄

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)

for x ∈ [t, t̄]

to make explicit the dependence on τ , we prove that t̃i is increasing in τ in the sense of first-order1172

stochastic dominance (FOSD); that is, H(x; τ) is decreasing in τ . Given that λ∗ (t̃i; τ) is strictly increasing1173

in both of its arguments, it then follows that Λ is increasing in τ .1174

Taking the derivative, dH(x;τ)
dτ is negative if and only if1175

∫ x

t
d
dτ (λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
) dF (ti)∫ x

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)

≤

∫ t̄

t
d
dτ (λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
) dF (ti)∫ t̄

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)

, (C.4)

which holds if and only if the LHS of (C.4) is increasing in ti. The corresponding derivative of the LHS of1176
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(C.4) is positive if and only if1177

d
dτ (λ∗ (x; τ)

r
)

λ∗ (x; τ)
r ≥

∫ x

t
d
dτ (λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
) dF (ti)∫ x

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)

(C.5)

=

∫ x

t

d
dτ (λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
)

λ∗
(
t̃i; τ

)r λ∗ (t̃i; τ)r∫ x

t
λ∗ (ti; τ)

r
dF (ti)

dF (ti)

=

∫ x

t

d
dτ

(
λ∗ (t̃i; τ)r)

λ∗
(
t̃i; τ

)r dH(t̃i).

Hence, a sufficient condition for (C.5) is
d
dτ (λ∗(x;τ)r)

λ∗(x;τ)r increasing in x. From (C.1), we have1178

d
dτ (λ∗ (x; τ)

r
)

λ∗ (x; τ)
r = r

dλ∗(x;τ)
dτ

λ∗ (x; τ)
=

r

1− τ

(
ax
1−τ

ax
1−τ + v0

)
(C.6)

which is obviously positive. A similar proof applies for the results with respect to r, whereby the1179

counterpart of (C.6) is1180

d
dr (λ

∗ (x; r)
r
)

λ∗ (x; r)
r =

r

(1 + r) (2 + r)
+ ln (λ∗ (x; τ)) , (C.7)

which are greater than 01181

We use λ∗(ti; r, τ) and Λ(r, τ) to denote (C.1) and (C.3) as functions of τ and r. Then, the profit1182

function of the monopoly platform in the pure membership, pure discovery, and hybrid modes are,1183

respectively,1184

ΠM (τ) = G

(
b+ u (Λ(0, τ))− s

Λ(0, τ)

)
τE[v(λ∗(ti; 0, τ))];

ΠD(r) = G

(
b+ u (Λ(r, 1− β))− s

Λ(r, 1− β)

)
A− C;

ΠH(r, τ) = G

(
b+ u (Λ(r, τ))− s

Λ(r, τ)

)(
A+ τE[v(λ∗(t̃i; r, τ))|r]

)
− C

where1185

E[v(λ∗(ti; 0, τ))] =

∫ t̄

t

v(λ∗(ti; 0, τ))dF (ti) = (v0 − Λ(0, τ)) γ

E[v(λ∗(t̃i; r, τ))|r] =

∫ t̄

t

v(λ∗(t̃i; r, τ))dH(t̃i) = (v0 − Λ(r, τ)) γ

and we have used the linear properties in (4). Denote Π∗
M , Π∗

D, and Π∗
H as the respective maximized1186

profit, and the equilibrium recommendation-weighted match probability (or broadness) in each mode as1187

Λ∗
M , Λ∗

D, and Λ∗
H .1188

We are now ready to compare across the modes of operations.1189

Proposition C.1. (Pure discovery versus hybrid). Π∗
H > Π∗

D and Λ∗
H < Λ∗

D.1190

Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the same profit replication argument as in the proof1191

of Proposition 1. Next, clearly r∗D ≥ r∗H by Lemma C.1 because the pure discovery platform sets r∗D = r̄1192

to maximize Λ(r, 1− β). Then, the second result follows from Lemma C.1, where the strict inequality is1193

due to the interiority assumption on λ∗ (ti).1194
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Proposition C.2. (Pure membership versus hybrid).1195

• There exists a threshold Amono ≥ 0 such that Π∗
H > Π∗

M if and only if the platform’s advertising1196

revenue A > Amono.1197

• There exists a threshold A′
mono ≥ 0 such that Λ∗

H ≥ Λ∗
M if the platform’s advertising revenue1198

A > A′
mono.1199

Proof. The first part follows from the same envelope theorem argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.1200

For the second part, we note from Lemma C.1 that r∗H ≥ 0 implies Λ(r∗H , τ) > Λ(0, τ) for the same τ1201

(the strict inequality is due to the interiority assumption on λ∗ (ti). Hence, if τ∗H = 1− β then1202

Λ∗
H ≥ Λ(r∗H , τ∗M ) ≥ Λ(0, τ∗M ) = λ∗

M

and we are done. Otherwise, τ∗H satisfies FOC1203

G (ũ)

g (ũ)

(
ṽ − γτ

dΛ(r∗H , τ)

dτ

)
+ (A+ τ ṽ)

s

Λ(r∗H , τ)2
dΛ(r∗H , τ)

dτ
= 0,

where1204

ũ = b+ (v0 − Λ(r∗H , τ)) (1− γ)− s

Λ(r∗H , τ)

ṽ = (v0 − Λ(r∗H , τ)) γ

The left-hand side of the FOC is increasing in A (recall that for the FOC to hold, we must have1205

ṽ + γτ
dΛ(r∗H ,τ)

dτ < 0). Thus, τ∗H is increasing in A by the implicit function theorem. The intermediate1206

value theorem establishes the existence of threshold A′
mono (if Λ∗

H ≥ Λ∗
M for all A then A′

mono = 0).1207

D Elastic creator participation and network effect1208

Similar to Section C, we consider the linear microfoundation in (4). Consider the hybrid mode. Let1209

T ∈ [t, t̄] be the threshold such that all creators with type ti ≥ T are active (and join the platform) while1210

those with type ti ≥ T are inactive. Denote1211

Λ(T ) =

∫ t̄

T

λ∗ (t̃i) dH(t̃i|t̃i ≥ T )

where1212

H(t̃i|t̃i ≥ T ) ≡
∫ t̃i
T

λ∗ (ti)
r
dF (ti)∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti)

for t̃i ∈ [T, t̄] .

The random variable t̃i|t̃i≥T is FOSD increasing in T , because dH(t̃i;T )
dT has the same sign as1213

−

[∫ t̄

t̃i

λ∗ (ti)
r
dF (ti)

]
λ∗ (T )

r
f(T ) < 0.

Thus, as claimed in the main text1214

∂Λ(T )

∂T
≥ 0. (D.1)
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The threshold type T̄ is pinned down by T that solves1215

G

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)(
λ∗ (T )

r∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti)

)
λ∗ (T ) (aT + (1− τ)v (λ∗ (T ))) = c. (D.2)

Since Λ(T ) and 1/
∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti) are increasing in T , we conclude that the left-hand side of (D.2) is1216

increasing in T . Thus, the solution T ∈ [t, t̄] must be unique whenever it exists. If the solution T ∈ [t, t̄] to1217

(D.2) does not exist, then we either set T = t (all creators are active) or T = t̄ (all creators are inactive).1218

Denote1219

η(x) =
xg(x)

G(x)
≥ 0, where x > 0

as the elasticity of consumer participation. The following lemma describes how the creator participation1220

threshold T changes with platform design decisions r and τ . Note that Lemma D.2 below would still1221

hold even if the condition in Lemma D.1 does not.1222

Lemma D.1. Consider T implicitly defined by (D.2). If b is sufficiently large or maxx η(x) is sufficiently1223

small, then T̄ is increasing in r and τ .1224

Proof. Denote1225

D(T ) =
λ∗ (T )

r∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti)

.

and π̃ = λ∗ (T )
1+r

(aT + (1− τ)v (λ∗ (T ))). Then, denote the left-hand side of (D.2) as1226

ϕ(T ) ≡ G

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

π̃

λ∗ (T )
r .

By the implicit function theorem,1227

dT̄

dτ
=

∂ϕ(T )
∂τ

−∂ϕ(T )
∂T

|T=T̄

We already know from the main text that ∂ϕ(T )
∂T > 0. Meanwhile,1228

∂ϕ(T )

∂τ
= g

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

(
s

Λ(T )2

)
∂Λ(T )

∂τ
(D.3)

+G

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
π̃

λ∗ (T )
r
∂D(T )

∂τ

+G

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

∂

∂τ

(
π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

)
.

Dividing by π̃D(T )
λ∗(T )rG

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
, we observe that ∂ϕ(T )

∂τ has the same sign as1229

η

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)(
s

Λ(T )2

)
∂Λ(T )/∂τ

Λ(T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂D(T )/∂τ

D(T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0

+
λ∗ (T )

r

π̃

∂

∂τ

(
π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

. (D.4)

The first term in (D.4) is positive by Lemma C.1 (given we are holding T constant). The second term in1230

(D.4) is negative because ∂D(T )
∂τ ≤ 0 if and only if1231

∂
∂τ (λ∗(T )r)

λ∗(T )r
≤
∫ t̄

T
∂
∂τ (λ∗ (ti)

r
) dF (ti)∫ t̄

T
λ∗ (ti)

r
dF (ti)

=

∫ t̄

T

∂
∂τ

(
λ∗ (t̃i)r)

λ∗
(
t̃i
)r dH(t̃i|t̃i ≥ T ),
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which holds because
∂
∂τ (λ∗(x)r)

λ∗(x)r is increasing in x from (C.6); The last term in (D.4) is negative because1232

the envelope theorem on creator’s maximization problem implies1233

∂

∂τ

(
π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

)
= −λ∗ (T ) v (λ∗ (T ))− rπ̃

λ∗ (T )
1+r

∂λ∗ (T )

∂r
≤ 0.

Finally, note that the values of λ∗ and Λ are independent of consumer participation G, hence any changes1234

to η(.) affect (D.4) only by scaling the first term. It follows that ∂ϕ(T )
∂τ > 0 (so dT

dτ > 0) if maxx η(x) is1235

small or b is large so that in (D.4), the term1236

η = η

(
b+ u(Λ(T ))− s

Λ(T )

)
→ 0

for any Λ(T ). The result on dT
dr follows from a similar proof after utilizing Lemma C.1 and (C.7), hence1237

omitted here.1238

The following is the same as Lemma 4.1239

Lemma D.2. .The recommendation-weighted average broadness Λ̄ is strictly increasing in r and τ .1240

Proof. Lemma C.1 and D.1 imply1241

dΛ̄

dτ
=

∂Λ(T )

∂τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂Λ(T )

∂T︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dT̄

dτ
(D.5)

Hence, if dT̄ /dτ ≥ 0 then we are done. Suppose instead dT̄
dτ = −∂ϕ(T )

∂τ /∂ϕ(T )
∂T |T=T̄ < 0 where we recall1242

ϕ(T ) is the LHS of (D.2). Continue from the proof of Lemma D.1, it is easily verified that the positive1243

denominator of dT̄
dτ is bounded above by1244

∂ϕ(T )

∂T
< g

(
b− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

(
s

Λ(T )2

)
∂Λ(T )

∂T
;

while (D.3) implies that the negative numerator is bounded below by1245

−∂ϕ(T )

∂τ
> −g

(
b− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

(
s

Λ(T )2

)
∂Λ(T )

∂τ
.

Hence,1246

dT̄

dτ
> − ∂Λ(T )/∂τ

∂Λ(T )/∂T
|T=T̄

so that dΛ(T )
dτ > 0 by (D.5). The result on dΛ(T )

dr follows from the same steps, where we utilize1247

−∂ϕ(T )

∂r
> −g

(
b− s

Λ(T )

)
D(T )

π̃

λ∗ (T )
r

(
s

Λ(T )2

)
∂Λ(T )

∂r
.

1248

To illustrate the intuition of the lemma above, consider a hybrid platform that raises r (the same1249

logic applies to raising τ). Then, totally differentiating Λ̄ = Λ(T̄ )1250

dΛ̄

dr
=

∂Λ(T̄ )

∂r
+

∂Λ(T̄ )

∂T

dT̄

dr
.
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We know that ∂Λ(T )/∂r ≥ 0 (Lemma 2) and ∂Λ(T )/∂T ≥ 0 (From (12)). However, the sign of dT/dr,1251

which reflects how the raise in r affects the composition of active creators, is generally ambiguous due1252

to two opposing effects. On the one hand, a higher r intensifies the competition for recommendation.1253

By the logic discussed below Lemma 4, this implies that the marginal (threshold) creator with type T1254

becomes relatively less likely to be recommended than the creators with type ti > T . This competition1255

effect decreases the profit of the marginal creator, thus raising T . On the other hand, a higher r induces a1256

greater content broadness, thus raising the mass of consumers who initiate search. This market expansion1257

effect increases the marginal creator’s profit, thus lowering T . Nonetheless, regardless of the sign of the1258

composition effect dT/dr, an incomplete pass through argument bounds its magnitude such that dΛ̄/dr1259

is unambiguously positive.1260

We are now ready to compare across the three modes of operations.1261

Proposition D.1. (Pure discovery versus hybrid). Π∗
H > Π∗

D and Λ∗
H < Λ∗

D.1262

Proof. Let TH = T (r, τ) and TD (r) denote the participation threshold in the hybrid mode and pure1263

discovery mode respectively. Notice TH = T (r, 1− β) = TD (r). Hence, a profit replication argument1264

shows Π∗
H > Π∗

D. Meanwhile, the result Λ∗
H < Λ∗

D follows from (i) the pure discovery platform chooses1265

the highest r to maximize Λ(T ) (Lemma D.1); (ii) Λ(T ) is increasing in τ and τ∗H < 1− β; and (iii) the1266

interiority assumption on λ∗ (ti).1267

Proposition D.2. (Pure membership versus hybrid).1268

• There exists a threshold Amono ≥ 0 such that Π∗
H > Π∗

M if and only if the platform’s advertising1269

revenue A > Amono.1270

• There exists a threshold A′
mono ≥ 0 such that Λ∗

H ≥ Λ∗
M if the platform’s advertising revenue1271

A > A′
mono.1272

Proof. The results follow from the same proof as Proposition C.2.1273

E Additional details of Section 51274

E.1 Sequential business model choice1275

Consider the complete multihoming competition model in Section 5.1 but with sequential business1276

mode decisions. Platform 1 (first mover) decides on a business model first before Platform 2 (follower)1277

and then the rest of the game proceeds as before. Using Proposition 3 and taking into account the1278

backward induction logic, the following result is immediate:1279

Proposition E.1. Suppose platforms make sequential choices of business model with P1 being the first1280

mover, there exists a threshold Aseq ≤ AMH such that:11281

• If A ≥ AMH , then Platform 1 optimally chooses H and induces P2 = D.1282

• If A ∈ (Aseq, AMH), then Platform 1 optimally chooses D and induces P2 = M .1283

• If A ≤ Aseq, then Platform 1 optimally chooses M and induces P2 = D.1284

1If Aseq = Acomp, then (Aseq , Acomp) is an empty set. A simple sufficient condition for Aseq < Acomp is
maxλ {v (λ)} being sufficiently small relative to A.
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Proof. (Proposition E.1). When A ≥ AMH , the backward induction logic and the best response of1285

the follower (Proposition 3) imply Platform 1 essentially compares between Π∗
1(M,D), Π∗

1(H,D), and1286

Π∗
1(D,H). Then, Proposition 1 implies Π∗

1(H,D) > Π∗
1(D,H), while the definition of AMH in (9) implies1287

Π∗
1(H,D) ≥ Π∗

1(M,D).1288

When A < AMH , the same logic implies Platform 1 essentially compares between Π∗
1(M,D) and1289

Π∗
1(D,M). Note Platform 1 never choose H in this case: if A ∈ [A′

MH , AMH), then P2 = D, and the1290

definition of AMH in (9) implies Π∗
1(H,D) < Π∗

1(M,D) in this case; if A < A′
MH , then P2 = M , and1291

Proposition 3 implies Π∗
1(H,M) < Π∗

1(D,M) in this case. Recall1292

Π∗
1(D,M) = G(ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDM ))A− C

Π∗
1(M,D) = G(ũ(λ∗(r̄, τDM ))τv(λ∗)

If Π∗
1(D,M) < Π∗

1(M,D) for all A < AMH , then we define Aseq = AMH . Otherwise, define Aseq as the1293

solution to Π∗
1(D,M) = Π∗

1(M,D), which exists and is unique by the intermediate value theorem and the1294

monotonicity of Π∗
1(D,M)−Π∗

1(M,D).1295

Proposition E.1 says that the first mover monopolizes the membership portal market by operating1296

an membership portal preemptively if ad profitability A is either very large or very small. For some1297

parameter configurations, there exists an intermediate region of A such that Π∗
1(M,D) < Π∗

1(D,M), in1298

which case the first mover does not monopolize the membership portal market as it earns a higher profit1299

by being the sole discovery portal.1300

E.2 Differentiated membership portals1301

Consider the complete multihoming competition model in Section 5.1 but change it such that creators1302

now view membership portals as being horizontally differentiated. All timing is identical to the model in1303

Section 5.1. Throughout, we focus on v(λ) = (v0 − λ)γ being linear (e.g., in the linear microfoundation in1304

(4)).1305

We adopt the content differentiation scheme of Wang and Wright (2020). Whenever two membership1306

portals coexist, half of creators join each membership portal as a “default”. If they consider switching to1307

the alternative portal they face a switching cost σz where z ∈ [z, z̄] is distributed according to CDF Q1308

(and PDF q) while σ ∈ (0,∞] represents the degree of differentiation between platforms. Clearly, σ → 01309

recovers the model in Section 5.1.1310

In what follows, we focus on σ → ∞, i.e., membership portals are local monopolies. Likewise, if there1311

is only one membership portal, all creators join the sole membership portal as the “default” and face no1312

switching cost (since there is no where else to switch to). As such, the creator’s maximization problem is1313

essentially unchanged after the participation step.1314

Consider any subgame where two platforms operate two coexisting membership portals. Let the set1315

of creators who joins the membership portal of platform 1 be S1 (all these creators choose λ∗
1 = λ∗ (r, τ1))1316

and the set of sellers who join the membership portal of platform 2 be S2 (all these creators optimally1317

choose λ∗
2 = λ∗ (r, τ2)), where r = max{r1, r2}, similar to Lemma 3. By the local monopolies assumption,1318

creators split themselves across membership portals evenly so |S1| = |S2| = 1/2. The probability of a1319

given creator in Sl (l = 1, 2) being recommended is1320

Dl =
(λ∗

l )
r

1
2 (λ

∗
1)

r + 1
2 (λ

∗
2)

r
,
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and so the recommendation-weighted “average broadness” is1321

Λ =
1

2
D1λ

∗
1 +

1

2
D2λ

∗
2 =

(λ∗
1)

1+r + (λ∗
2)

1+r

(λ∗
1)

r + (λ∗
2)

r
, (E.1)

which is a function of (r, τ1, τ2). We now consumers will search engage in search (through one of the1322

discovery portals or directly) if1323

x ≤ b+ u(Λ)− s

Λ
≡ ũ(Λ),

the mass of which is G(ũ(Λ)).1324

Clearly, the extension does not affect the maximization problem faced by a platform l if it chooses1325

Pl = D or if the rival chooses P−l = D. As for Pl = M and H. The platform’s tradeoff is similar to the1326

monopoly problem, except that the addition of the rival membership portal means that platform l must1327

now additionally take into account the effect of changing λ∗
l on Dl (the probability of “its creators” being1328

recommended instead of “the rival’s creators). Formally,21329

ΠM (τl) = G(ũ(Λ))
1

2
Dlτlv(λ

∗
l ) if P−l ∈ {M,H}

while ΠH(rl, τl) can similarly be rewritten:1330

ΠH(rl, τl) = G(ũ(Λ))

(
1

2
Dlτlv(λ

∗
l ) +A

)
if P−l = M

= G(ũ(Λ))

(
1

2
Dlτlv(λ

∗
l ) +

A

2

)
if P−l = H

Observe that in both expression of ΠM and ΠH , τl = 0 is never optimal because:1331

∂ΠM

∂τl
|τl=0 = G(ũ(Λ))

1

2
Dlv(λ

∗
l ) > 0

∂ΠH

∂τl
|τl=0 = G(ũ(Λ))

1

2
Dlv(λ

∗
l ) + g(ũ(Λ))ũ′ dΛ

dτl
A > 0 if P−l = M

= G(ũ(Λ))
1

2
Dlv(λ

∗
l ) + g(ũ(Λ))ũ′ dΛ

dτl

A

2
> 0 if P−l = H.

Therefore, in any equilibrium with two coexisting membership portals, we must have τ1 > 0 and τ2 > 0.1332

Meanwhile, similar to the proof of Proposition 3 we know Bertrand competition between two1333

homogeneous discovery portal components (whenever they coexist) to attract consumer search (and to1334

earn the platform advertising revenue A > 0) implies r1 = r2 = r̄. There is no incentive to deviate1335

by lowering rl because that doing so does not affect creators’ content design and hence does not affect1336

consumers’ search decisions. Essentially, competition for consumers leads platforms to induce the maximal1337

broadness of content they can achieve.1338

We now consider the choice of business models as a best response to another platform’s choice of1339

business model. Similar to the analysis in the proofs in Section 5.2, we first prove that Pl = D is never a1340

best response for any P−l ∈ {M,D,H}. For easier notation, we let platform indices l = 2 and −l = 11341

without loss of generality. Denote1342

η(x) =
xg(x)

G(x)
≥ 0, where x > 0

as the elasticity of consumer participation.1343

2Implicitly, we assume throughout that all the required second order conditions hold. In earlier versions, we
also characterized sufficient conditions for ΠM (τl) and ΠH(rl, τl) to be concave with respect to τl. The details are
available from the authors upon request.
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Lemma E.1. If maxx η(x) is sufficiently small or b is sufficiently large, then Pl = D is never a best1344

response.1345

Proof. We let platform indices l = 2 and −l = 1 without loss of generality. We will show that P2 = D1346

is always dominated by P2 = H. This is obvious if P1 = D by the profit replication argument from1347

Proposition 1. Consider P1 = M . Let (τ1,MH , τ2,MH) and rMH denote platforms’ equilibrium commissions1348

and sensitivity when (P1, P2) = (M,H), and τMD and rMD = r̄ for those when (P1, P2) = (M,D). We1349

first show that1350

τ1,MH ≥ τMD.

The FOC for τMD > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = M , taking as given r̄ by Platform 2 whose1351

P2 = D) is1352

1 + τMD
dλ∗

dτ1

(
g (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))

G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))
ũ′(λ∗(r̄, τMD)) +

v′(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

v(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

= 0. (E.2)

Meanwhile, τ1,MH > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = M) satisfies1353

1 + τ1,MH

(
g(ũ(Λ))

G(ũ(Λ))

dΛ

dτ1
ũ′(Λ) +

dD1

dτ1

1

D1
+

v′(λ∗
1(rMH , τ1,MH))

v(λ∗
1(rMH , τ1,MH))

dλ∗
1

dτ1

)
= 0 (E.3)

where Λ = Λ (rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH). From the definition of D1 and Λ, simple calculations yield1354

dD1

dτ1
=

r

2λ1

dλ∗
1

dτ1
D1D2 > 0 (E.4)

and1355

dΛ

dτ1
=

dλ∗
1

dτ1

(r + 1)− Λ
λ∗
1
r

(λ∗
1)

r + (λ∗
2)

r
(λ∗

1)
r. (E.5)

If b → ∞ or if maxx η(x) → 0, then (E.2) and (E.3) become1356

1 + τMD
dλ∗

1

dτ1

(
v′(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

v(λ∗(r̄, τMD))

)
= 0 (E.6)

1 + τ1,MH

(
dD1

dτ1

1

D1
+

v′(λ1(rMH , τ1,MH))

v(λ1(rMH , τ1,MH))

dλ∗
1

dτ1

)
= 0 (E.7)

and so dD1

dτ1
1
D1

> 0 implies τ1,MH ≥ τMD, as required if rMH = r̄. It remains to check that τ (pinned1357

down in (E.6)) is decreasing in r if we replace r̄ with r (because rMH ≤ r̄). If v(λ) = v0 − λ is linear,1358

(E.6) becomes1359

1 + τ

(
1 + r

2 + r

)(
aτ

γ(1− τ)2

)(
−1

v0 − λ∗

)
= 0.

Observe the LHS is decreasing in r and τ , and so the implicit function theorem implies the required1360

property, and so τ1,MH ≥ τMD is true when rMH ≤ r̄. Returning to Platform 2’s profit:1361

Π∗
2,MH = G (ũ(Λ(rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH)))

(
A+

1

2
D2 (rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH) τ2,MHv(λ∗

2(rMH , τ2,MH))

)
− C

≥ G (ũ(Λ(r̄, τ1,MH , τ1,MH)))

(
A+

1

2
D2 (r̄, τ1,MH , τMD) τMDv(λ∗

2(r̄, τMD))

)
− C

> G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τ1,MH)))A− C

= G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τMD)))A− C = Π∗
2,MD.

where the first inequality uses the definition of rMH and τ2,MH being maximizers in the equilibriu;1362

the second inequality uses τMD > 0 and the definition of Λ(r̄, τ, τ) in (E.1); the third inequality uses1363

13



τ1,MH ≥ τMD.1364

Finally, consider P1 = H. Using the condition of b → ∞ or maxx η(x) → 0, the FOC for τHD > 01365

(chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = H, taking as given r̄ by Platform 2 whose P2 = D) is1366

1 + τHD
dλ∗

1

dτ1

v′(λ∗(r̄, τHD))

v(λ∗(r̄, τHD))
= 0

while τHH > 0 (chosen by Platform 1 whose P1 = H) satisfies1367

1 + τHH

(
dD1

dτ1

1

D1
+

dλ∗
1

dτ1

v′(λ∗
1(r̄, τHH))

v(λ∗
1(r̄, τHH))

)
= 0.

Again, dD1

dτ1
1
D1

> 0 implies τHH ≥ τHD. Returning to Platform 2’s profit:1368

Π∗
2,HH = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

(
A

2
+

1

2
τHHv(λ∗

2(r̄, τHH))

)
− C

> G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH))
A

2
− C

≥ G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHD))
A

2
− C = Π∗

2,MD.

where the third inequality uses τHH ≥ τHD.1369

ΠH(rl, τl) = G(ũ(Λ))

(
1

2
Dlτlv(λ

∗
l ) +A

)
if P−l = M

= G(ũ(Λ))

(
1

2
Dlτlv(λ

∗
l ) +

A

2

)
if P−l = H

1370

To see why Pl = D is never a best response in this setup, consider introducing Pl ∈ {H,M} when1371

P−l = H (same intuition for P−l = M). Doing so has two effects on commissions. First, coexistence of1372

two membership portals (each with loyal creators) creates competition for recommendations on the part1373

of the platforms because platforms earn commission revenue only if their loyal creators are recommended.1374

This incentivizes platforms to increase τ to induce content design that appeals to the recommendation1375

algorithm. Second, coexistence of two membership portals pushes commissions down because consumers’1376

participation decision is based on the average design Λ in the market, and any unilateral changes in τl by1377

platform l affect that average less because creators that are loyal to platform −l respond only to τ−l. If b1378

is large or η is small, then the first effect dominates and the equilibrium commissions τ become compared1379

to when there’s only one membership portal. Consequently, the equilibrium design does not become less1380

broad when two membership portals coexist, hence shutting down the “negative spillover” discussed in1381

5.1 (i.e., when competition between membership portals reduces broadness).1382

Given that Pl = D and/or P−l = D can never be part of the equilibrium, in the best-response analysis1383

below we focus on the remain two modes: Pl, P−l ∈ {M,H}1384

Proposition E.2. Suppose maxx η(x) is sufficiently small or b is sufficiently large, There are thresholds1385

Ahori ≥ A′
hori ≥ 0 such that:1386

• If P−l = M , Platform l optimally chooses H if A ≥ Ahori and chooses M if A ≤ Ahori;1387

• If P−l = H, Platform l optimally chooses H if A ≥ A′
hori and chooses M if A ≤ A′

hori;1388

Proof. We let platform indices l = 2 and −l = 1 without loss of generality. Consider P1 = M . We want1389

to show Π2,MH −Π2,MM is monotone increasing in A where1390
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Π2,MH = G (ũ(Λ(rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH)))

(
A+

1

2
D2 (rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH) τ2,MHv(λ∗(rMH , τ2,MH))

)
− C

Π2,MM = G (ũ(λ∗(0, τMM ))
1

2
τMMv(λ∗(0, τMM )).

Obviously, Π2,MM is independent of A. Meanwhile, if either maxx η(x) is sufficiently small or b is1391

sufficiently large, then the set {τ1,MH , τ2,MH} is pinned down by the following FOCs:1392

1 + τ1,MH

(
dD1

dτ1

1

D1
+

v′(λ∗
1(rMH , τ1,MH))

v(λ∗
1(rMH , τ1,MH))

dλ∗
1

dτ1

)
= 0

1 + τ2,MH

(
dD2

dτ2

1

D2
+

v′(λ∗
2(rMH , τ2,MH))

v(λ∗
2(rMH , τ2,MH))

dλ∗
2

dτ2

)
= 0

which are independent of A. Consequently, Π2,MH is monotone increasing in A by the envelope theorem.1393

Next, when P1 = H. We want to show Π2,HH −Π2,HM is monotone increasing in A, where1394

Π2,HH = G (ũ(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

(
A

2
+

1

2
τHHv(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

)
− C

Π2,HM = G (ũ(Λ(rHM , τ1,HM , τ2,HM )))
1

2
D2 (rHM , τ1,HM , τ2,HM ) τ2,HMv(λ∗(rHM , τ2,HM )).

Again, the condition of maxx η(x) is sufficiently small or b is sufficiently large implies that the FOCs1395

associated with (τ1,MH , τ2,MH) and τHH are independent of A. Hence, Π2,HH is increasing in A while1396

Π2,HM is independent of A, as required.1397

Indeed, if b is large, we know G → 1 in any equilibrium. Then, we can solve for the cutoffs explicitly:1398

Ahori − C =
1

2
τMMv(λ∗(0, τMM ))− 1

2
D2 (rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH) τ2,MHv(λ∗(rMH , τ2,MH))

1399

A′
hori − C = D2 (rHM , τ1,HM , τ2,HM ) τ2,HMv(λ∗(rHM , τ2,HM )))− τHHv(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

Then, Ahori ≥ A′
hori if and only if1400

1

2
τMMv(λ∗(0, τMM ))− τHHv(λ∗(r̄, τHH))

≥ D2 (rHM , τ1,HM , τ2,HM ) τ2,HMv(λ∗(rHM , τ2,HM ))

+
1

2
D2 (rMH , τ1,MH , τ2,MH) τ2,MHv(λ∗(rMH , τ2,MH)),

which can go either way.1401

The best responses from Proposition E.2 lead immediately to the following result that is reminiscent1402

of Proposition 6.1403

Corollary E.1. Suppose maxx η(x) is sufficiently small or b is sufficiently large. In the equilibrium of1404

the overall game:31405

• If A ≥ A′
hori, then both platforms operate in hybrid mode.1406

• If A ∈ (Ahori, A
′
hori), one platform operates in pure membership mode and the other platform1407

operates in hybrid mode.1408

• If A ≤ Ahori, then both platforms operate in pure membership mode.1409

3Note that it is possible that Ahori ≥ A′
hori, in which case we have coexistence of two types of equilibria:

(Pl, P−l) = (H,H) and (M,M).
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